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With fiags fiying and a long line of
cap-and-gowned figures, Colby Com
mencements revert to their peacetime
flavor. This shot was made as the
seniors paraded to their Class Day
Exercises on the lawn in front of the .
Lorimer Chapel. The size of the class
was not yet up to par.. with only 75
senion, tvhere there used to be about
125. Nevertheless, this scene typifies
the pageantry that goes with Colby
Com mencements. 'It wos taken by
Edwin W. Cragin, 1341 ph otographer
for the Waterville Morning Sentinel,
several of whose other shots are among
those in the succeeding pages.

FACULTY CHANGES

T HE

following faculty ap�ointments, promotions, and res1gna·
.
uons have been announced bv· President Bixler:
New Appointments - John A.
Clark, Associate Professor, Philosophy;
Margaret Buchner Assistant Professor,
Mo ern Languages; Ossip Flechtheim,
Assistant Professor History; Henry
0. Schmidt, Instructor, Modern Lan
guages· Richard K. Kellenberger, I n
structor, Modern Languages· Doris
Smith, Instructor, English (half time ) ;
Lloyd M . Anderson, Instructor Health
and Physical Education- M:irian L.
Kesselring, Library Cataloger.

?

Promotions - Richard J. Lougee
to full Professor; Philip S. Either, Al
fred K. Chapman, Wendell A. Ray,
Norman D. Palmer Ellsworth W.
Millett, Arthur W. Seepe, and Gordon
W. Smith to Associate Professors;
Ermanno F. Comparetti, to Assistant
Professor.
Resignations -Harold E. Clark As
sistant Librarian to Brown University;
Alan S. Galbraith Assistant Professor
of Mathematics to Aberdeen Proving
Grounds Md.; Robert M. Rodney.
Assistant Professor of English to
Union College; and Chester C. Con
nell, Instructor in Modern Languages.
On Leave - Mary H. Marshall, As
sociate Professor of English will be on
leave of absence for a second vear un
der a Guggenheim Fellowship:
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THE TALK OF THE COLLEGE
- For
S HORT
good many

the first time in a
years the Colby
Alumni Fund has fallen short of its
goal. Setting out to equal last year's
record-breaking record of $30,532, the
1946 Fund closed on July first· with
$27 ,94 7 from 2 009 contributors.
A study of the figures shows that
the number of new contributors was
The number who in
gratifying.
creased their donations just about off
set those who were forced to curtail
theirs. \) here then was the decrease?
Alumni Secretary Goddard finds the
answer in the fact that 535 men and
,532 last year
women who gave
failed to repeat this year at least they
did not mail it in before the deadline.
There are probably as many reasons
for this as there are cases. It is to be
expected that a certain perc�ntage w�r.e
prevented from giving agarn by leg1ll
mate financial reasons. In other cases
their Cla s Agents may have eased up
a bit. But in most instances, we'll
warrant it was ju t a matter of pro
crastination. They approve of the idea
of making annual gifts to the old col
lege (because they ga,·e la t year), but
next week or the week after would
do. They put off sending the Alumni
Fund check until the contribution slip
and em·elope got lost. Furthermore,
it seemed as though the Alumni Fund
was sailing on to greater and grea�er
heights each year anyway, so one gift
more or less wouldn't make much
difference.
One gift does make a difference,
especially if multiplied 535 times. So
this next year, which is bound to be a
tough one for Colby financially wi ·h
the high costs of running two cam
puses and prices of everything zoom
ing, the Administration whK:h ha
been assured $30,000 by your Alumm
Council will have to revise its budget
downward to the extent of two or
three thousand dollars.
Nevertheless, it is a wholesome les
son. Somehow, the Alumni Fund has
seemed to go over its goal each year
automatically. Now we know that we
Tot most
can't take this for granted.
of us. but all of us who believe in the
Alumni Fund must give everv year if
we want our pooled donations to
amount to- a substantial and Predict-

�

able sum which will accomplish some
thing for a better Colby.

R ETROSPECT - This

being the
last Commencement on the orig
inal site, the committee setting up the
speaking program for the Alumni
Luncheon thought that it would be a
good idea to have someone give a
reminiscent talk about the old campus.
Someone suggested that it would be a
unique experience to hear Franklin W.
Johnson speak on this subject, since
no one could remember hearing him
make an address over the last 16 years
which didn't center around Mavfl�wer
Hill.
So, it was put up to him as a sport
ing proposition. Could he make a
speech without mentioning the new
campus? He accepted the challenge
and the alumni thoroughly enjoyed
his remarks about the Boardman Wil·
lows, the Lion of Lucerne, the Old
Chapel, the Paul Revere Bell and other
landmarks, as well as his memories of
student life in the days of the
orth
College pump, coal stoves, kerosene
lamps and "Mem Junior. "
Aften ards he crowed to us a bit:
"You didn't think I could do it, did
you' ' V1,re acknowledged that he had
given a fine talk about the old campus,
but we weren't quite sure that he had
succeeded one hundred per cent in
confining himself to the past.
In
checking over his manuscript, our sus
picions were confirmed.
o less than
14 times did he mention Mavflower

We 1!.0-int WiiA
'PAide 20--

Sarah Belle Young, '09, honored
by an Litt.D. degree from Wheaton
College upon retiring after a term
of 39 years as Registrar.
Cyril M. Joly, '16, elected a Dis
trict Governor of the Rotary Inter
national.
Carroll W. Keene, '25, elected
Grand Master of the Grand Ma
sonic Lodge of Maine.
Pvt. Donald C. Whitten, '43,
awarded the Bronze Star Medal.

Hill or individual buildings on the
new campus, and at least 20 times he
used the future tense in referring to
moving the college. He just couldn't
help it. Mayflower Hill is in John
son's blood stream - not Mayflower
Hill as a set of buildings, but a:� a set
ting for enhanced service to future
generations.
As he said in his introduction:
" When I get older I may turn my
face to the past but not yet." We
would have been mightily disap
pointed if he had succeeded in making
a retrospective speech as that would
have been evidence of approaching
age. As it is being only 55 years out
of college, he could say with Rabbi
Ben Ezra:

Grow old along with me
The best is yet to be . . .

P RESSURE-Last

January, in these
columns, ""e wrote: ' Tht>re are
going to he a lot of feelings hurt in the
next six or eight months when a few
hundred students are refused admis
sion to Colby College. But it can't be
helped. Look at the figures . . . "
In February, we commented on an
other angle of the over-crowding prob
lem, ending with this sentence: "It is
not pleasant to stand fast against
pressure brought by one's friends, and
the discerning alumnus will ascertain
the possibilities of admission before
giving too much encouragement to a
prospective student which may lead to
disappointment."
\Ve hope that some read and heeded
these warnings, but, alas there were
some who did not. The Admissions
Office has received a stream of frantic
letters from Colby alumni trying to
gain admission for some youn� friend
or relati e.
If the applicat'on is
turned down, the sponsor is naturally
disappointed, but in some cases he is
unreasonably bitter. In fact the ensu
ing heated long distance telephone
conversations have more than once
threatened to burn the insulation off
the wires. Incredible as it sounds
there have been those who oointedly
refused to give their usual _g-ifts to the
Alumni Fund this spring in order to
ounish the colle11:e for not having room
for their proteges.

6
It is hard for alumni to realize that
conditions have changed. Time was
when any boy or girl of college calibre
who was recommended by a Colby
alumnus could be assured admittance,
almost up to eptember. But, as the
saying goes, " them days are gone for
ever!"
Right now, as we have
pointed out, it is a national situation,
with a four-years' accumulation of
college-bound boys hammering at the
gates of colleges which are already
swollen by their returning undergrad
uates. The excess 0£ potenti 1 men
stude nts over the total capacity of
American colleges is estimated at 350,000. And for some reason, probably
economic the increase in girls wanting
to go to college is also unprecedented.
But Colby will probably never re
turn to the old situation. For years,
the widening of Colby's reputation
could be measured by the number and
geographical source of the inquiries
and requests for catalogs.
In the
women's division, especially, the fresh
man class would be filled and a wait
ing l ist established earlier and earlier
each year. Even after the present ab
normal situation i over, it is perfectly
safe to say that the number of those
wishing to come to Colby will exceed
by severalfold those who can be ad
mitted.
s a consequence, the Ad
missions Office will be able to exerci e
a more and more careful selection.
This year, here is what happened.
It seemed manifestly unfair to appli
cants of evident top-notch ability to
let their places be taken by those with
- d oubtful records, so the scholastic line
was drawn higher than ever before.
Also, the college made its selection as
early as feasible in order to inform
every applicant whether he was ac
cepted or not. And once the quota
allotted to .the entering class was filled,
it was too late to accept any more, no
matter how superior students they
might be.
Far from feeling hurt, our alumni
should rejoice at the situation. It is
what many of us have been dreaming
-about for a long time. Unfortunatel y
we cannot have our cake and eat i t too.
vVe cannot have a Colby known as a
desirable college, "vhere to be admitted
is an honor. and at the same time have
a Colby where we. individually, can
high-pressure the administration into
taking a boy or girl who could not g-et
in on his or her own merits.
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It may be too m uch to expect that
anyone who has had his son or boss's
son rejected should see the case from
this objective viewpoint.
But any
alumni who may have such a situation
coming up could save themselves (and
the
dmissions Office) some grief if
they would only make sure that the
prospective student is of unquestion
able college calibre, and then have the
youngster apply a year ahead. The
rolls of the 1 947 entering class are al
ready filling up. Don't s3.y we didn't
warn you!

J NCIDENT-1£

the actors in " Hay
Fever," the ommencement play,
seemed a little jittery to you, you
probably thought it was part of the
characterization.
Actually, a some
what disquieting event had occurred
j ust before curtain time. Prof. Cecil
. Rollins '16, the Director, was down
in the property room and filled up a
soda siphon bottle which wa to be
used. He had j ust turned away when
it blew up with the detonation of a
hand grenade. A hunk of glass sev
ered an artery in his right arm. Spurt
ing blood, he rushed upstairs and was
whi zzed to the hospital. The curtain
went up, true to the theater tradition
that the show must go on. But not
until the second act when Rollins
a!Jpeared in the wings with bandaged
arm in sling, but otherwise ap!Jarently
none the worse, did the students hit
their stride and give the comedy the
pace and sparkle of \ hich thev
. were
capable.
ISCHARGED - Take a last look
D at the heading " Wi th the Col
ors" on page 26, because with this
issue that department will receive its
honorable discharge. It served faith
fully and, we are told, proved to be a
real morale builder for about 1,200
Colby men and women in uniform.
Bound together, " With the Colors "
would make a 200 page book.
It \Vas nearly a year before Pearl
Harbor - the January 194 1 issue, to
be exact - that this magazine recog
nized that the phenomenon of Amer
ican military activity called for special
notice. So the "In Service " column
was started among the Class Notes,
with Sgt. Thomas G. VanSlyke '36,
heading the first list. (He was dis
charged as a Major the other day.)
By the next October it was announced
that the magazine would be sent free

to all serving with the armed forces,
and "Colby Men With the Colors "
was expanded to a full-fledged depart
ment, the first one featuring the Colby
contingent at Camp Blanding. In o
vember (still before Pearl Harbor, re
member) our fir t report from over
seas was printed in a letter from Capt.
amuel D. Ferster, '26, stationed in
Iceland.
The pages were full of
names uncler " dditions to the Sen'
ice Roster," " Transferals" and " Pro
motions."
In 1943 the cut of the Colby service
flag made it appearance, with "502"
in the center, and with the number
increasing each month until it pas ed
the thousand mark a year later. The
Department was renamed " With the
olors," honoring the fact that Colby
women, as well as men, were serving.
The " Additions " tapered off, while
"Promotions " simply got out of hand
,
and ' Transferals . were given up as
more and more began to have cen.or
able APO or FPO addresses.
All this time there flowed through
those columns the stuff of life - and
death. From press dispatches or offi
cial citations nearly every i sue pre
sented hair-raising exploits and com
mendations for super-ability.
The
" rarrow Escape Club ' jocularlv. re
counted instances where Death iust
flicked by. Colby men were b11mping
into each other all O\' er the globe and
gleefully writing back about it. With
foreboding the facts of " fissin�"
and
" Prisoners"
were
regular! y
printed. " Wounded " coYered weeks
of pai n with two or three lines of tvpe.
In safe vague terms reports of travel
experiences were published.
Ancl
month after month the " ervice Per
sonal " col umns printed news about
indiYiduals - 3,727 items all told in matter-of-fact language which had
nothing to ay about the steamin�
fatigue of the jungles, the rigors of the
ice-crusted decks, the roaring hour in
the high air, or the constant ache of
homesickne s. Those realities had to
be read between the l i nes.
And so it is with almost a persof.lal
feeling that we say good-bye to " With
the Colors." You served noblv - but
we hope that we shall never have to
call you back.
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JOHNSON GIFT IS COMMENCEMENT CLIMAX
125th GRADUATION EXERCISES RET U R N

Q

E oi Colby's most colorful and
impressi e
Commencements
was brought to a thrilling climax at
the Commencement Dinner on Sun
day, June 1 6th, with the announc�
ment of a gift of $96,000 from Presi
dent-Emeritus Franklin W. Johnson,
repre enting his entire salary during
the 1 2-year term in which he was
president.
Dr. Johnson was given a great ova
tion when the announcement was
made by 1 eil Leonard, '21, Chairman
of the Board of Trustees. To congrat
ulatory friends afterwards, his only
comment was " Before I could consci
entiously ask for gifts from the pub
lic for this educational venture, I had
to decide that it was worth sacrifice
on my own part."
.
For 1 5 years, :!)r. Johnson said, he
has been saving as large a share of
his income as possible and investing it
with a iew to bequeathing to his
alma mater as much as he had re
ceived while president. This int�n
tion was altered by the present crucial
which
need for building funds
prompted him to turn his avings
over to the college now.
Trustees Meet Friday

Commencement weekend began on
the preceding Friday morning w�th
the Senior-Faculty breakfast which
was served in Foss Hall. The annual
meeting of the Board of Trustees was
held in the afternoon, followed by a
Trustee-Alumni Council Dinner in
the Mary Low dining room: Ret':":n
ing alumni, seniors and their fam1li�s
and friends were guests at the Pres1dent's reception that evening in the
Dunn Lounge after which all ad
journed to the Women's Gymnasium
for the Commencement Dance.
The Class Agents' Breakfast �as
the first event of Saturday mormng
tollowing which the Alumni Council
held its annual meeting. Class Day
exercises were held during the morn
ing with Eugene C. Struckhoff, Jr.,
former member of the class of 1 944,
and president of the senior men, pre
The history was read by
siding.
Norma J. Taraldsen; gifts were pre
sented by Mary L. Tetlow, Robert
Singer, Edward H. Saltzburg, and

TO

TWO NEW TRUSTEES

NAMED
At the annual meeting of the
Board of Trustees, the following
were elected to membership:
Winthrop H. Smith, New York
City, member of Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner and Beane, Inc., in
vestment bankers;
H. Bacon Collamore, Hartford,
Executive Vice President of the Na
tional Life Insurance Company,
honorary M.A. from Golby, 1939,
noted collector of rare books.

Courtney H. in1pson, Jr. Hannah E.
Karp, Anne Lawrence, and Carol A.
Robin gave the prophecy. The class
ode, which was composed by Leslie
H. Graffam, was sung by a group of
senior women.
The annual meeting of the Library
Associates was held just before lunch
in the Treasure Room.
Luncheons Well Attended

At noon time ilie Alumni Luncheon
was held in ilie Gymnasium and the
Alumnae Luncheon in ilie Alumnae
Building. Bernard E. Esters, '2 1 , and

PRE.WAR SCALE

Mrs. Ruth Hamilton Whittemore '12,
presided at their respective meetings.
On the speaking program for the
men's gathering were: Rev. Everett
Rockwell, '20, Franklin W. Johnson,
'9 1 , H. Warren Foss, '96, Dr. Libby
Pulsifer, '2 1 , Alben W. Lorimer, '96,
G. Cecil Goddard, '29, and Pres. Bixler.
The peakers among the women were:
Mrs. Myrtice Cheney Berry, 96, Mrs.
Bernice Butler McGorrill, '2 1 , Mrs.
Sophia Hanson Mace, '81, Mrs. Ger
trude Ilsley Padelford, '96, Mrs. Whit
temore, ' 1 2, and Pres. Bixler.
Class reunions occupied the after
noon and early evening. Pres. and
Mrs. Johnson entertained over 50 "Old
Timers" at their home. The Com
mencement Play,
oel
Coward's
" Hay Fever," was presented Saturday
evening and was received with great
acclaim by more than 500 alumni and
friends.
Sunday morning started off with
the Phi Beta Kappa breakfast at the
Elmwood Hotel. Officers elected for
the ensuing year were: President,
Prof. Webster Chester; Vice President,
Dr. Norman D. Palmer· Secretary,
Prof. Gordon W. Smith· and Treas
urer, Prof. Walter N. Breckenridge.

HEAD TABLE AT THE ALUMNAE LUNCHEON
Myrtice Cheney Berry, 196,, and Gertrude Ilsley Padelford, '96, are hidden
by the flowers at the left. Ruth Hamilton Whittemore, '12, is standing � nd
_
_ Ha_nson Mace, Br,
the others, left to nght,
are,: Mrs. /. S. Bixler, Sophia
Bemice Bu tler McGorril,l 121, Harriet M. Parmenter. '89, Elizabeth Su1anton
Allan, 133.. and Ervena Goodale Smith, '24.
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a nd Mrs. Francis H. Rose. Dr. Wil
l iam Axling, noted missionary, and
Rev. I aac Hi ginbotham, '11, were
the speaker . •
Graduation Exercises Monday

The 125th Commencement exer
cises t<?O k place fonday morning with
75 seniors receiving their degrees from
President Bixler.

Hon . Jo eph P. Kennedy, former
mba sa<lor to Great Britain, gave the
commencement address. " With all of
its defect ," he said, " the American
ystem is the best yet de\'ised. It has
provided us with i ndi\·i<lual freedom
an<l a higher standard of l ivina than is
,.,
to be found anywhere else in the
world. Pri\'ate enterpri e and democ
racy go hand in hand: they will rise
a n fa l together. If through unwise
leg1 latton or the imposition of intoler
ab e burdens we de troy private enter
pn e, then all form of activity will be
regimented under overnment control.
There is no alternative."

� �
�

FOR IT'S AL WAYS G O OD WEATHER WHEN COLBY A THLETE GET
TOGETHER
Jack Coombs.. '06, one of the all-time Big League greats, attracted this
g�·oup of former Colby ;tars arou_ nd him after the Alu m ni Luncheon. Left to
ng_ ht: E Robert Bruce, 40,. captain of one of Colby's great teams; Ellswanh W.
;
Millett, 25, star h �lfback on the State Championship team of 1923; Coombs;
Hersey R. Keene, 05, capu:m of the 19?2 team ; Dr. Walter f. Ham mond, '05,
football star; Eero R. Helm, '42, captain of the 1941 state championship team .
Bixler Preaches Baccalaureate

President B i xler delivered the ser
Baccalaureate Service
at the
mon
w h ich was held at mid-morning i n the
The faculty
F i rst Baptist Church
a nd graduating seniors, preceded by
two flag bearers, formed a n impress
ive processional down College Avenue
t o the church .

In delivering his sermon, Dr. B i x
ler stated that if the method of seek
i n g for truth regardless of political or
national istic bias were applied to peo
ple's social thinki ng as it is by scien
tists all over the world, we could
attain a society free from war.

" It i s clear," he said, " that we
must put this method into effect at
once before it i s too late. Let us apply
it first of all i n our own Chri tian
tradition to break down the barriers
between denominations a nd help us to
see the essential unity in the aims of
all.

" Let us use i t to bridge the gap be
tween Roman Catholic authoritarian
ism and Protestant revolt against au-

thority, then to bring together Chris
tian and Jew on the basis of their
common tradition and insights, and
finally to discover the brotherhood
latent in the religious aspirations of
the world as a whole.

" Shall we shrink al o, from apply
i ng it to labor and management, to our
relations with England and the smaller
nations, to Russia ? We dare not re
frain from using it even as we com
pare the Democracy i n which we be
lieve and the totalitariani m we dis
trust, especially as we go all out i n our
enthusiasm for the idea of the Unitecl
Nations."

The senior class and their guests
were entertained at a luncheon at
noon. At the same time, fraternirv re
unions were held in various places in
and around \Vaterville.

Sunday afternoon public exercises
were held celebrating the lOOth Anni
versary of Xi Chapter of Delta Kappa
Epsilon, and in the evening the
Boardman Missionary service was de
voted to honoring the memory of Dr.

He urged the seniors to concern
themsel es with public affairs: " Vote
upon every question of public interest
submitted to you when you become of
\'Oting age.
Enter public life your
selves, either in elective office or in
administrative office.
You cannot
change the trend of more and more
government control of individual ac
tivities, nor the growing participation
or labor in our government, but i f edu
cated and trained young men give
of
their time pleasures, and satis faction
by actually becom ing a part of the gov
ernment ou will raise the standard of
politics, of government of law, - of
living itself.'
In the absence of Dean Runnals,
Dean Marriner introduced both the
senior men and women as they came
a
forwarcl to receive their diplom s. An
interesting feature is noted i n the fact
that only three of the 24 men receivinr,
de recs were originally in the cla s of
1946. The other 21 were i n earlier
classes and returned from the Armed
Services to finish their college work.
Commencement guest \Vere enter
tained at a reception immediatelv
- fol
lowing the graduation exerci e . The
weekend was brought to a close with
the Commencement dinner.

• - An
extensive report of thi.
ervice,
together with
personal
tributes co
these
martyred mi sionaries, will appear in the
October issue.
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COU.NCIL PLANS WAR MEMORIAL
By G. CECIL GO DD AR D, '29, ALUMNI SECRETARY

T HE

annual meeting
of the
Alumni Council of the Alumni
Association of Colby College was held
in the Smith Lounge, '¥omen's
Union, Saturday, June 15, at 9:30
A.M., with Chairman Bernard E. Es
ters, '23, of Houlton, presiding.
Following the acceptance of the
minutes of the Fall meeting and the
reports of the secretary and treasurer,
the principal business of the Council
was to hear the report of its special
committee on a War Memorial headed
by Reginald H. Sturtevant, '2 1 , of
Livermore Falls. The other members
of the committee were: Dr. Franklin
W. Johnson, '91; E. R. Drummond,
'28· Dr. Lyman I. Thayer, '16;
Dwight W.
Sargent,
'39;
Mary
Thayer, '2 ; Marjorie Gould, '37;
Mrs.Ethel Merriam Weeks, '14; and
Mrs. Paul W. Burbank, '17.
Mr. turtevant reported as follows:
"Your Committee has not only
come to a conclusion, it has reached
two or three conclusions. In consid
ering the memorial problem it has
seemed to us that the most fitting
tribute would be the accomplishment
of something which those men who
died would, themselves particularly
like to have done. On the other hand
we feel that the Alumni should make
some effort to insure that those men
will be really remembered. We have
not found it easy to reach both ob
jectives by the same means.
"In the first place, we know that a
dying man's chief concern is usually
for those he is leaving behind - par
ticularly his children. Presumably, if
those Colby men who died leaving
children could have made a last re
quest it would undoubtedly have been
for the care and provision for those
Therefore, if you real!y
children.
wish to do something for those men
personally, we believe that your oppor
tunity is fairly obvious; and we rec
ommend that the alumni provide a
complete college education, $1,000 a
year for four years at Colby, for every
child of every Colby man or woman
who died in service. There are 13
known children eligible to such a pro
gram, but three are Gl's themselv�s
,
and so provided for by the GI Bill

THE THREE-FOLD
WAR MEMORIAL PLAN
1. Scholarships amounting to
$1,000 a year for four years at
Colby, for children of Colby men
who died in service.
2. A memorial carillon in the
Lorimer Chapel Spire.
3. The names of the war dead,
combined with those who died in
the Civil War and World War I,
to be suitably inscribed on an out
door monument.
of Rights' possibly one or two others
might either not be qualified or not
desire to enter college; · but undoubt
edly the minimum cost of such a pro
gram would be $30,000.
" In the second place, we feel that
there should be on Mayflower Hill
some tangible thing to keep fresh the
memory of those men in the minds of
succeeding generations. After con
sidering all known possibilities of that
nature, your committee recommends
the installation of a memorial carillon
in the chapel tower. Bells ha ·e been
traditionally and almost universally
the voice of both victory and mourning.
On Colby's hill-top location, with
natural sound-drift toward the city,
we know that their music would be
particularly lovely.
In institutions
where they have been installed they
have given great satisfaction not only
in connection with memorial services,
but on -all special occasions such as
Christmas and Commencement. We
believe that, if succeeding classes are
made to understand for what and for
whom they are sounding, these bells
will speak not only beautifully but
effectively.
" While it might be logical to place
the plaque listing names of the World
War II dead in the chapel along with
the dedication of the carillon, we do
not feel that it belongs there. Your
committee recommends that it be
placed, alongside the similar Rolls of
Civil War and World War I dead,
at the student cross-roads in the court
yard between the library and the dor-

mitories.
Placed against a back
ground of simple field stone and
brick, we believe that they would
there serve as a constant reminder of
self-sacrifice, without in any way
glorifying war. The installing of the
carillon and the setting up of these
plaques would probably cost $20,000.
"It is, therefore, the recommenda
tion of your committee that you raise
through the Alumni Fund the sum of
$50,000 for installing these tangible
and audible reminders of Colby's war
dead, and for establishing War Me
morial Scholarships to provide a com
plete college education for all their
children."
After a discussion of the above rec
ommendations, the Council voted to
accept the report of the War lfemo
rial Committee and referred to the
Alumni Fund Committee the problem
of devising ways and means of raising
the necessary funds for the War
Memorial projects as recommended by
the Committee.
President Bixler in his remarks to
the Alumni Council praised the
alumni for their increased interest in
the College as evidenced by their sup
port of the Alumni Fund, and bv their
service on various committees con
cerned wjth the promotion of the best
interests of the College. He suggested
that the Council consider the develop
ment of visiting committees for each
department in the College, consisting
of, say, fiye alumni each, which wou�d
come to the College to meet with the
faculty to talk over plans and make
recommendations to
the
Alumni
Council and the Board of Trustees.
He said that he thought that the fac
ulty would welcome alumni interest
and that these committees would pro
vide another way in which the alumni
could be of real service to the College.
Reports of committees were recei,.ed
and ordered filed as follows: Executive
Committee, Mrs. Ruth Hamilton
Whittemore, '12; Finance, Lewis L.
Levine, '16· Alumni Fund. Ravmond
Spinney. '21: Alumnus, Joseoh C.
Smith, '24, Editor: Alumni Collf'l!e,
ErYena Goodale Smith. '24: Sturlent
Loan Fund. G. Cecil Goddard, '29;
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ominating Committee,
Frank S.
Carpenter, ' H ; Ballots and Election,
Lester F . Weeks, ' 1 5 .
Following the report of the tabula
tion of votes cast in the annual elec
tion
the following were declared
elected:
For Alumni Trustees for a three
year term, each begi nning Commence
ment Day :
Raymond Spinney, '21,
ew
Boston; Dr. Cecil W . Clark, '05 ,
tonville, Mass . ; and Mrs. Ruth Ham
i lton ·Whittemore ' 1 2 Portland.
on
the
J?or
Members - at - Large
Alum n i Council for three year terms,
each beginning J u l y 1, 1 946: George
C. Putnam, '34 · Clyde E. Russell, '22 ;
F . Harold Dubord, ' H · Wilson C.
P i per, '39 ; Mrs. A lice Paul Allen, '29 ;
and Hannah B . f utnam '4 1 .
For
A l u m n i Representative on the Ath
letic Council for two year term bee;in
n i ng July 1 , Ralph
. Good, '10.

Also elected to membership on the
Alumni Council in accordance with
the provisions of the Constitution
were : Carl R . Smith, '12 Robert E.
Wilkins, '20 Miriam Hardy '22, and
Russell 1.L Squire, '25 for terms of
three years eac h ; Elizabeth B. Carey,
'2 1 , for a two year term and Morton
M. Goldfine, '37 for a term of one
year.

Alumni Council officers elected for
the ensuing year were : Reginald H.
Sturtevant, '2 1 , Chairma n ; M r s . Eliz
abeth Swanton Allan, '33, Lexington,
Mass., Vice-Chairman : G. Cecil God
dard '29, Executive Secretary.

EW ALUM I TRUSTEES
Elected by alum ni vote to the governing board of the college were Dr.
Cecil W. Clark. 105, Ruth Hamilton Whittem o1·e.. '12, and Raymond Spinney, 21.
Full Attendance
In attendance at the annual meeting
of the Council were : Bernard E . Es
ters, '2 1 , Houlton; Frank l i n W. John

son, '9 1 , Waterville·
Reginald H.
Sturtevant, '2 1 , Livermore Falls; Wil
liam A. Macomber, '27
Augusta ;
George C. Putnam, '34,
ew York ·
Lester
F. Weeks, '15
Waterville ;
Philip S . Either, '30, Waterv ille:

Mrs.

Esther French Spaulding. " 1 6, Hamp-

GREETED ON HUNDREDTH BffiTHDAY
Colby's oldest living alumnus,
Sanford A. Baker, '68, of Panama
City, Fla., observed his lOOth birth
day on June 17th. The event was
noted by the Alumni Council
which authorized Alumni Secretary
Goddard to send the following tele
gram:
" Five hundred Colby alumni
gathered at our 1 25th commence
ment send heartiest greetings and
congratulations to you our oldest
alumnus on the eve of your l OOth
birthday.
Although Colby today
differs in appearance from the little
college you knew eighty years ago,
its unchanging spirit would make
you feel at home could you be
here."

Acknowledgement was received
from Mr. Baker who said that
" The telegram sent me by the
Alumni of Colby gave me great
pleasure, and I am deeply toucht>d
and grateful.
My birthday was
momentous for a number of pleas
ant remembrances, and indeed, I
had not realized that so many peo
ple remembered me at all!
" What a contrast there must be
between the new campus of Colby
College and the halls which I trod
I wish that I
so many years ago!
could see the old school and the
new once more, but I don't expect
to do so."

den ; Hugh A. Smith, '20, Waterville ;
Miriam Hardy, '22,
e w Yor k · Rob
ert G. La Vigne, '29, Worcester; Ralph
E. _ 1ash, ' 1 1 , St. Petersbur�; Mrs.
Ethel Merriam Weeks, 1 4, Waterville;
Raymond Spinney, '2 1 , Boston; Doris
W. Hardy, '25 , Waterville;

Louis A.

' 1 4, Bo ton ; Earle A. Mc
K.een, 29, Waterville · Mrs. Elizabeth
Swanton Allan, '33, Lexington, Mass.;
Lewis L. Levine, '16, Waterville; John
H . Foster, ' 1 3 , Waterbury, Con n . ;
Wilson

M r s . Ervena Goodale Smi th, '24, Wa
terville; Mrs. Ruth Hamilton Whitte
more, '12 , Portland;
rell ,

' 1 8,

D'Amico,

Waterville;

Bangor;

'28,

Leighton. '06,

George E. Fer
Augustus

Hartford;

Joseph

A.

W.

Henry W .

Rollins, ·32 Waterville; Frank S . Car
penter, ' 1 4, Augusta;

phrey, '2 1 , Providence;

M i lford T. Um
Cyril M. Joly,

1 6, Waterville; Joseph C . Smith '24,
Editor of the Alu mnus; A. Galen Eus
tis, 23, Treasurer, and G . Cecil God

dard, '29, Secretary.

It was recommended that the next

meeting of the Council be held i n W a

terville o n October 26 at 9 :30 A.M.,
the

morning following Colby

and the

game.

day

of

Night

the Colby-Bowdoin
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FIRST ALUM N I COLLE GE IS SUCCE SS
first specific educational
C OLBY'S
offering for those who have al

ready passed through its halls proved
to be a great success i n the opinion of
the 37 who matriculated to the
Alumni College.
Following on the heels of Com
mencement the opening picnic took
place Monday evening, June 1 7th, in
the Colby Outing Club Lodge on
Great Pond. After the supper around
a long table under pines, the group
gathered in the Lodge, made cheery
by an open fire, and were introduced
to the members of the facultv' who
were
to gi\ e lectures in the course.
.
Prof. Wilkinson, tanned and rested
from his winter in Florida, opened the
session Tuesday morning, with a char
acteristic lecture on International Rela
tions, followed by Prof. Fullam who
urged a breaking away from pre
atomic ideas of national defense.
After luncheon Dr. Carr revealed the
interesting
parallels
between
the
" New Deal " of ancient Rome and
the present. Although all are aware
that the Roman Empire disintev,rated,
he cheered them up by pointing out
that it lasted 600 years in the process.
This thought-provoking day ended
with an eye-witness picture of " China
in Transition," presented bv Prof.
Harold R. Cross of Columbia, who
maintains a home in the Yicinity of
Skowhegan.
Wednesday began with another lec
ture by Dr. Wilkinson, this time on
the Foreign Policy of Russia which, as
he prO\-ed, follows much the same line
whether under the Czar or Mr. Stali n.
As the, perhaps logical sequel, Prof.
Weeks then took us into the realm of
the fissionable atom with a graphic ex
planation of what this almost illimita
ble source of power might mean.
After a recess for luncheon, Prof.
Palmer told what was being done
about the whole situation, namely, the
United ·ations.
The recreational event of the day
was a gallery talk by Prof. Green who
commented on the exhibition of Early
Maine Architectur e which was hang
ing i n the Dunn Lounge. That even
ing the majority of the group attended
the opening play of the summer season
at the Lakewood Theatre.

On Thursday forenoon, Pres. Bixler
took the whole discussion into the
realm of Philosophy, speaking on
" Are Morals Obsolete ? " The tide of
human thinking, he pointed out,
swings massively back and forth be
tween the emotional, romantic way of
thinking, and the more coldly rational
point of view.
An hour was left for a round table
discussion with all of the faculty availGROUP ENDORSES

BARUCH PLAN

Members of the Alumni College
in their final session, feeling the
urge to add their bit in the creation
of public
opinion,
unanimously
voted to send President Truman
the fol l owing telegram:

" The Colby Alumni College, de
voting its sessions to a study of the
problems of One World, unani
mously endorses the Baruch plan
and urges patient and steadfast in
sistence upon world cooperation
through the United Nations."

able for questioning. The time was
almost up when Edith Emery, '37, in
terrupted the scholarly discussion with
a few martial strains on the piano.
Then, to everybody's amazement, ap
peared a motly procession in Dseudo
academic dress concocted from crepe
paper and odds and ends. Wielding
the marshal's broomstick-baton was
Augustus D'Amico, '28, followed by
" Prexy ' Edmunds, '26, " Chairman
of the Trustees " Nash, '11, and
" Treasurer " Foster, 13. With dead
pan pomp, they conferred the honor
a ry degree of P.F.C. ( Princeps Fam
iliae Colbianae) upon Julius Seelye
Bixler, and the degree of T.F.C.
(Tribunus Familiae Colbianae) upon
William J. Wilkinson for " your skill
in zoo management exhibited by your
ability to keep the Russian bear, the
American eagle, and the British lion
all on speaking terms under one roof."
These dignitaries then presented the
other members of the faculty with
" Colby Alumni Plaques " which
proved to be modest little decorations
of about the size of dinner plates, each

one accompanied by a highly appro
priate citation. The final act was the
report of the " Treasurer " in which he
stated that the endowment of the
Colby Alumni College was, as of tha t
moment, $105.00, forthwith presenting
President Bixler with an envelope con
taining that sum in actual cash.
On this note
sense, covering
appreciation for
ence, the Colby
to an end.

of extemporized non
a genuine feeling of
a worthwhile experi
Alumni College came

For the purpose of the. records, the
names of the charter students are as
follows: John E. Cummings, '84, Mrs.
George R. Campbell ( wife of Dr.
George R. Campbell, '91 ), Rose
Adelle Gilpatrick, '92, Florence E.
Dunn, '96, Ethel Farr Kimball, '96,
Horace M. Pullen, '11, Ralph E. Nash,
'11, Margaret Buswell Nash, '12, Ruth
Hamilton \Vhittemore, '12, Dr. John
H. Foster, ' 1 3, Helen Thomas Foster,
'14 Edith Pratt Brown, '16, Hazel
Fletcher Eaton, '16, Esther French
Spaulding, ' 1 6, Violet F. Collins ' 1 8,
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey L. Brown, '21,
Joseph C. and Er\'ena Goodale Smith,
'24, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Edmunds, '26,
Mr. and Mrs. Augustine A. D'Amico,
'28, Claire Richardson MacDougal,
'28, E. Richard Benson, 29, G. Cecil
Goddard, '29, Maxwell D. Ward, '32,
Ruth Pullen, '33, Edith E. Emery, '37,
Corp. and Mrs. A. Wayne Ross, '38,
Charles T. Russ, '38, Betty Darling
'39, Frances C. Gray, '40, Catherine P.
Fussell, '41, Geraldine Stefko Jones,
'41, Marion B. Thomas, '42.
A Bridge from Old to New

T HE

Alumni College helped to
bridge the gap between the old
Colby and the new college on May
flower Hill. We knew that the dream
was being realized, but we had to ha\'e
the experience of l iYing in the new
buildings, of seeing the members o f
the present faculty in order to realize
that it is the same old Colby i n a mod
ern form. There the old-timers of 50
years ago and more and the graduates
of the last decade met and found that
they had the same spirit in common.
Then came the realizing sense that we
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belonged to this new and better Colby.
Our hearts swelled w ith pride as we
fel t we had had some share, however
small, in making this new de elop
ment possible. We all became united
in the purpose of making this, our
Alma Mater, a college worthy of its
rich heritage.
Then the new campus !e h its im
pression of natural beauty, q uick
seclusion, and spacious grounds which
made us forget the old and imagine
the campus of the future with its
imposing buildings, its beautiful trees,
green lawns, and cool pond shaded
by the new Boardman willows. At
n ight as the round dome of the sky
enclosed the hill and Venus, brighter
than ever before, kept guard above the
spire of the chapel, we felt we were in
truth near to heaven .
As we listened t o t h e professors
d iscuss the affairs of the world we
realized that they were seekers after
the truth and able to guide the m i nds
of youth i n liberal thinking so that they
may be qualified to solve the great
problems of this one world.
Finally, I feel that the Alumni Col
lege gave us all a deeper impression of
responsibil ity. We realized that only
a beginning has been made and the
work must be carried on. Great diffi
culties and tremendous labors lie
ahead.
The responsibility for this
work rests first of all upon the alumni.
May they have the courage, faith, the
means, and the will to carry forward

this great undertaking, following the
examples which have been set.
The Alum n i College certainly was
worth - while. In the opinion of those
that attended it should be continued
so that more a nd more of the alumni
may share i n its benefits an<l i n
spiration.
- RosE ADELLE GILPATRICK, '92 .
My Fears Were Groundless

JN

immediate pro peer, attendance
at the first Alumni College had
lost, for me much of i ts original at
traction : perhaps becau e I came to
Commencement rather tired
both
physically and mentally and so felt
that the program, as outlined, offered
pos ibilities for disturbing contro\'ersy.
Like many others, I am sure, I felt
quite " fed-up " with the offerings of
panaceas for the ills of the world by
our much too numerous and i nsistent
newspaper and radio commentator
and politicians. Had I not belie,·ed
strongly i n the excellence of the plan,
and had I not been definitely commit
ted to support it, I would gladly have
changed my plans for attending. I n
retrospect, bow different are m feel
ings ! Attendance was an altogether
enjoyable and i nspiring experience.
The picnic at the
olby Outing
Camp was happily arranged a it at
once made us realize that not only that
meeting but also all to follow, were

j ust pleasant a nd informal gatherings
of us lucky members of the Colby
family. How symbolic was our first
meeting at the family fireside ! Men
who were to be our Leaders, introduced
in gathering darkness; expressions of
opinion questions and answers; all
heard i n the same darkness, which
never entirely shut off our vis10n be
cau e of the flickering flame in our
fire-place, flaring at nmes with sur
pri ing light.
My early fears of di turbing contro
' ersy were to be found unwarranted
at all meetings. I t should be repeated
that \ e were j ust a Colby tamiiy
group, seeking the truth with all
earnestness under learned and wise
leadership. Every lecture and discus
sion was characterized by hone t open
mindedne . We came a\.\'ay from our
meetings with increased admiration
and re pect for our faculty, and so
with a strengthened confidence in the
future of the College; w ith a sober
spirit of humil ity and tolerance; a nd
w ith the hopeful thought that i n such
conferences, there and elsewhere,
would be found \ ays to world unity
and brotherhood.
l no\ feel at home on Mayflower
Hill. For me, Colby moved from the
old to the ne\ campus when, as a
member of the Alumni College,
among friends pld and new of the
Colby fam ily, I felt there the spirit of
the College, unchanged i n all that we
hold dear, eager as always to serve us,
her sons a nd daughters, but able to
serve us more generously and more
effecti\'ely. When after saying good
bye to our friends, we packed our lug
gage and carried it to our car I had a
touch of the same nostalgia which I
knew when as a senior, I said g-ood
bye to the old College. From no� on,
comi ng back to Colby will mean com
i ng back to Mayflower Hill, to find
there all those es ential spiritual value
which Colby means to us .
• - RALPH
E.
A H, ' 1 1 .
" W e Actually Did Some Work

J

THE STUDENT BODY OF THE ALUMNI COLLEGE

"

WAS awfully glad I went.
didn't expect to have as much
serious di cussion nor as much fun .
I n both respects I was \'ery pleasantly
surpri ed. Under Wilkie, and Weeks.
and Fullam, and Palmer, and Carr,
and Green, and the unbeatable Prexy
Bixler, we actually did some work. I

THE COLBY ALUMNUS
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HOSPITAL COURSE

C OLBY'S

second extension course
in the field of Hospital Admin
istration was held June 1 8-20 on the
Mayflower Hill Campus, coincident
with the Alumni College.

COMMENCEMENT HAD NOTHING ON THIS
For once, Dr. Bix.'er is on the receiving end of the ceremony, as
" P.F.C. " is conferred upon him at the close of the A lumni College.
D'A mico, '28 at left, looks on while " Prexy " Edmunds, '26, reads
and " Chairman " ash , '1 1 , and " Treasurer " Foster, '16, invest
new hood.
don't believe anyone e cai:ed without
being considerably stimulated. l f such
meetings can - e\'en in a small way contribute to a better understanding of
our day and age let's have more of
them. 1 was enough impressed by our
initial adYenture to enthusiastica lly en
dorse the plans to further develop this

scheme.

There were lots of things, of course,
that contribute d to the success of this
first meeti ng. The classes were held
on Mayflowe r Hill and we lived out
there as students in the dormitorie s.
That's a dream that strikes home to
most every Colby person. It was fun.
Everything was so fresh and clean ancl
It was j ust the right
full of hope.
atmospher e for a discussion of ou r all
too black and hopeless political futur<'.

"Wilkie was at his best and for thos<'
of us who had k nown him before and
love<l him, his lectures were reminis
cent of other days. It was the same
old Wilkie converted now to reading
ew York Herald Tribune "
" The
Professor
but otherwise the same.
\Veeks, too, stole the show. He lec
tured on the Atomic Bomb which wa5
most timely as it lent considerab le

an honorary
" Marshal "
the citation,
him with a

gravity to our discussions.

Without

these men and the inimitable Dr. Bix

ler and all the others on our faculty
we couldn"t have done what we did.

You might think from the serious

ness of the material we discussed and
from what I 've said that the whole

atmosphere was depressing and pessi
It wasn 't at all.
From the

mistic.

opening meeting at the Outing Club

Lodge to our " graduation exercises "
at the end of our " senior day " we

packed our classes and extra-curricular

activities with fun.
unusual

school.

This was a most

The entire student

body, we were told, flunked their final

exams and because no commencement

could be

had without

granting

de

grees, the student-body took matters
into their own hands and awarned ap
propriate certificates to the faculty.

The College was a great success and
ap
ha e already unanimously

we

proved and even made suggestions for
Don't miss it next
a 1 947 session.
time.

- REv. CHARLES T. R u s, '38.

The course also included classes de
v oted to problems of nursing educa
.
t10n.
The co-directors were Dean
Elizabeth S. Bixler, R .N., ( sister of
Pres. Bixle r ) , of the Yale School of
Nursing, and Raymond P. Slqan,
editor of " The :\fodern Hospital."
The other members of the faculty
were : H. Lenore Bradley, R . ., New
York State Education Department, Al
bany,
. Y . ; Helen Dunn, R . ., Di
rector, Division of Public Health
I\'ursing Department of Health and
Welfare, State of Maine; Joseph A . P.
Flynn, Chief Supervisor, Bureau of
Fire Prevention, State of Maint.:; Ag
nes Gelinas, R.N., Chairman, Depart
ment of
ursing, Skidmore College;
Frederick T. Hill, M.D., President,
Maine Hospital Association; Claude
\V. Munger, M . D., President, Ameri
can College of Hospital Administra
tors, St. Luke's Hospital,
ew York
City; Edith Patton, R. ., Assistant
Editor, " The American Journal of
Nursing ";
Frank \Ving, Director,
New England Medical Center Boston
'
'
:Nlass.

An interesting guest
was
frs.
Bethina Bennett of England, Chief
Nursing Officer of the British Minis
try of Labor and
ational Ser ice
who is in this country under the aus�
pices of the Rockefeller Foundation , to
study American methods of nursincr
.-.
training.
Mrs. Bennett was particularly inter
ested in the tie-up between liberal art�
education and basic nursing trainin�
and expressed pleasure at the oppor

tunity to attend at Colby what would
be called in England a " Study Week."
A highlight of her visit to the States
was the hospitality both official and
unofficial which was hown her, she
said.

At the close of the three-da
pro
!.!"ram, President Bixler presented certi
ficates to the 36 attendants.
Thi s
course w a s organized by D r . F . T .
Hill, '10, chairman of t h e trustee com
mittee on Adult Education.
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DEKES CELEBR ATE CENTENARY
C OLBY DEKES have been waiting

for 100 years for June 1946 when
they could celebrate the attainment of
their first hundred years of existence.
The flashy red, blue and yellow
badges were m uch in evidence at all
Commencement a ffairs and were con
centrated in the audie nce which gath
ered at Memorial Hall on
unday
afternoon, J une 1 6, for the official ex
ercises.
The Chapel was full as the digni
taries i n academic robes filed onto the
athaniel
platform. With J ustice
Tompkins, '03, presidi ng Hugh L.
Robinson ' l , returned missionary,
offered invocation and President Bixler
brought the felicitations of the college
to the fraternity. Friendly greetings
from President Sills were read by his
Colby colleague and fellow Deke Presi
dent-Emeritu s Johnson.
Harvey Doane Eaton, '87, presented
an historical essay which did not at
tempt to be exhaustive, but sketched in
broad strokes the continuity of fellow
ship and mutual improvement handed
down by college generation after col
lege generation through the bond of
the Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity.
The Colby chapter he pointed out,
ranks as n u mber three in this nation
wide organization. He closed with a
reading of a farewell poem by Ernest
Weidul, '43, which poignantly spoke

Bowdoin chapter was the mother of
Xi at Waterville College in 1 846.
o fraternity , " he said, " can justify
i ts existence in the social order that
does not contribute to the building of
a better citizenry . . . May the Deke
House on Mayflower Hill serve in the
centuries to come as a generating sta
tion for the ideals that shall make
possible the survival and the constant
strengthening of the free institutions
under which
merica has grown
great.

AS

THE DEKES RAISED
THEIR COLOR

for the young men who were then leav
i ng American campuses for the u n
k nown future of battle.
The Chapter's roll of five brothers
who lost their lives in World War I T
w a s recited b y Calvin K. Hubbard,
'46, and the audience stood for a few
moment of silent tribute.
Sen. Owen Brewster, a Bowdoin
Deke in the class of '09, was the guest
speaker, honoring the fact that the

Adjourning to fayflower Hill, the
Dekes and their guests gathered
around the cement foundations of
their future chapter house and Brother
Johnson raised the Deke flag. Closing
in, the assembled brothers sang the
Lion March and other Deke songs be
fore disbursing.
The former Deke House on College
venue, now owned by the American
Legion, was reoccupied for the day
and the ladies of the Legion uxilliary
ser ed a buffet supper. The evening
was given over to the traditional Deke
annual meeting and alumni reunion,
but this time with a record breaking
attendance. Speakers ran the gamut
of classes from 1 888 to 1 946. The
final ritual was held on the lawn, with
82 Dekes i n a circle. The coun t of
those who had attended some part of
the centennial ran nearly twice that
number, including many who had not
returned· for years. All agreed that it
was a heart-warming experience and
put fraternity enthusiasm on a new
h igh as the Chapter prepares to begin
its second century by reactivating itself
next fall in the new Colby i n a nt>w
world.

SENIORS TO GIVE SIGN

BACK FOR THE DEKE CENTENNIAL
A m ong the " Old Timers " present were these five Deke cronies:
Charles W. Spencer, '90, Charles H. Pepper, '89, George H. D. I.:A moureux.
Edward F. Stevens, '89.
'94 , William M. Cole, '88. and

An attractive entrance sign at the
beginning of the Mayflowe.r Hill
college property will be erected this
summer as a gift of the graduating
class. The officers have informed
President Bixler of the vote of the
class to do this, and J. Fredrick Lat
son, Colby architect, is preparing a
design.
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FRATERN ITY CAMP AIGNS SHOW PROGRES S
of building
H OPES
fraternity houses

two or more
on the Mav·
flower Hill campus for occupancy ne�t
fall or winter have vanished under the
pressure of the stringent conditions in
the construction industry.
Under pre-war price levels, the cost
of these houses had been roughly esti·
mated at $45,000 each, on the basis of
their cubic footage and the type of
construction to be used. No exact
bids could be obtained, however, until
some fraternity had finally approved
detailed plans, and the working draw·
ings and specifications could be drawn
up. This was accomplished last win
ter i n the case of the Delta Kappa Ep
silon house, and the various sub-con
tracts were put out for bids.
The outcome was somewhat dis
couraging at first glance, for the total
contract prices amounted to a stagger
ing $ 1 04,000. Further consideration,
however, somewhat relieved this blow,
for it was realized that these prices
were based on firm bids on work
which would take place several months
in the future. Hence, with all the un
certainties in mind, each contractor
doubtless decided to put his price high
enough to cover any possible rise i n
prices o f materials and labor, with a
generous allowance for every contin
gency. Since he was probably booked
up way ahead anyhow, and didn't care
particularly about having the job, there
was no inclination to make his bid on
Hence, the
a really competitive basis.
sum total of all these inflated hids re
sulted in the prohibitive figure named.
The opinion of the Colby Building
Committee, therefore, i s to " sit tigh t "
for the present and wait until the situ
ation levels out, until builders begin
to go after business again, :rnd can
plan ahead with enough definiteness
to make close competitive estimates.
Nevertheless it is certain that the
original $45,000 figure is definitely out
the window. What the same frater
nity house should cost under the best
post-war conditions is anybody's guess,
but the consensus of opinion seems to
be that from $70,000 to $85 .000 will
be necessary. This puts the e-nals for
fraternitv fund raising up tn half of
these figures, or something over
$35,000.

BOX SCORE OF

FR ATERNITY

HOUSE
CAMPAIGNS

Alpha Tau Omega
Delta Kappa Epsilon
Z eta Psi
Tau Delta Phi
Delta Upsilon
Lambda Chi Alpha
Phi Delta Theta
Kappa Delta Rho

$32,556.00
30,912.18
20,5 1 5. 1 8
15,500.00
15,017.58
1 1 ,500.00
7,500.00

no report

Alumni can be assured that many
people are working on the problem,
Some of their own fraternity members
are obtaining independent checks on
the probable costs, and their findings,
of course, will be shared by all. The
interests of each fraternity are identical
with those of the college, since these
chapter houses are an integral part of
the physical and social planning for
the new campus.
One happy feature is that the same
factor of increased prices is operating
to increase the incomes of many
alumni by the same degree. Hence,
if they will correspondingly augment
their giving, it should be little harder
to raise $40,000 now than $22 500 be
fore the war.
The status of the various fraternity
house campaigns is reported below:
DELTA KAPPA EPSILON

Ellsworth W. Millett, '25 treasurer
of the DKE Corporation, reports a
total of $28 9 1 2 . 1 8 in cash and an addi
tional $2,000 pledged during the Deke
reunion.
Because of the higher construction
costs due to post-war prices, it was
deemed advisable to continue an active
campaign for building funds during
the summer. Millett states that over
hal f of the li\'ing Dekes have contrib
uted, and it is planned to reach the
remaining members, as well as ask for
additional subscriptions from tho$e
who have already given.
ZETA PSI

The Zete luncheon during Com
mencement at the old Zete House in
South College was reported as 3 grea!

success with some 50 Zetes m attend
ance.
Fred F. Lawrence, '00, treasurer of
the House Fund, reported a total of
$ 1 8,5 1 5 . 1 8 i n hand with two addi
tional pledges of $ 1 000 each. Chester
C. Soule, ' 1 3 , was chosen president of
the Chi Realty Company and Eugene
C. Struckhoff, Jr., '44, secretary.
Frank S. Carpenter " 1 4, was chosen
president of the Chi Elders Associa
tion which was established to help the
active chapter furnish its new tempo
rary headquarters at Mayflower · Hill
and, i n due time, its new house.
The meeting was probably the last
one on the Old Campus and was the
scene of many happy reunions and
memories.
DELTA UP SILON

Over 40 DU's attended the chapter
reunion on Sunday noon of Com
mencement, with John W. Coombs,
'06, as the guest of honor. It was the
best turn-out since the 1 920 Centen
nial reunion.
The extremes of age
and distance were represented by Dud
ley Holman, '84, and Elliott C. Lin
coln, '06, of Claremont, Calif. Lester
F. Weeks, ' 1 5, president of the DU
Corporation, conducted the meeting,
and talks were given by Joel F. Larra
bee, '87, Ralph
. Good, ' 1 0,1 and
" Colby Jack " Coombs.
In the business meeting, Treasurer
Hugh A. Smith, '20, reported a total
of $ 1 5,01 7.58 in the House Fund. Dr.
Cecil W. Clark as Chairman of the
Campaign Committee, pointed out
that this had come entirely from mail
solicitation and that only about 2 7 per
cent of the 480 DU's had given so far,
so there was eYery reason to exoect
that the goal could be attained if e �ery
member could be reached.
PHI DELTA THETA

The Colby chapter of Phi Delta
Theta has organized into regional
�
committees to promote its cam paign
for a new chapter house. Under the
chairmanship of Donald 0. Smith, '21,
the building commi ttee consi m of
Harold W. Kimball. "09. Charles W
Vigue, '98, Raoul \'iol�tte, '33, an
Dr. Charles E. Towne, '28. Frederick
Sontag '46, a member of the P.:radu:H-

d
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ing class, h a s been engaged t o carry on honor of " Ma " Hall and Herbert L
the detail work of the campaign this Newman were enthusiastic about pro
summer. Regional committees have
ceeding with the campaign. So also
been formed under the following
was the group at the fraternity reunion
chairme n :
orth Central Maine, Har on June 1 6. Edward H. Jenison, '40,
old K imball;
outh Central Maine, of Providence, R . I., and Edward W.
John F. Choate, '20; Eastern Maine, Cragin, '34, of Waterville, were asked
C harles M . Giles, '30; Western Maine,
to assist the other officers in proceeJ
orthern
Deane R. Quinton, '30;
i ng with the fund. Harry B. Thomas,
Maine, Bernard E. Esters, '2 1 ; Bangor, '26, of Keyport, . J. i now in charge
Norman C. Perkins '32 ; Portland, of special gifts.
Cha�les W. Weaver, Jr. '30 ; Massa
chusetts, Edmund Fiedler '2 Harris
KAPPA DELTA RHO
B. Mcintyre, ' l , and Ernest J. The
This fraternity faces a grave prob
berge, '30;
ew York Area, John P.
lem in its chapter house campaign be
Holden, '34, August F. tiegler, '28,
cau e it was e tablished at Colb so
Martin l\1 . Weisman, ' 1 9, and Ronald
recently that its alumni are compara
D. Lupton, '43 ; Western Tew York,
ti,·ely fe� in numbers and have not
Thompson D. Grant, '32 ; Ohio, Ell - been out enough years to gain �eneral
worth Prince, ' 1 8 ; Washi ngton D. C., · financial success.
Ernest E. Miller,
Joseph H . McCormick ' 1 7 ·
ew Jer
'29 chairman of the House Commitsey, Joseph P. Burke ' 1 4 ; ew Hamp
sh ire, Francis D. ardini ' 1 4 ; Florida,
John R. Richard on, '29· Vermont,
Raymond C. Bridges, · 1 1 · Maryland ,
Elliot E . Buse, '20.
FIFTY YEARS OUT
The Phi Deir campaign has not yet
started rolling, but Don Smith reports
a total of about $7,500 in cash and
H E fifty year clas celebrated its
pledges. He is certain, however, that
reunion on Ma Rower Hill with
the report to be made next fal l will
the following present: Albert . Cole
show a great difference.
and w ife· R ichard Col l i ns and wife
( Edna Moffatt Collins ) ; Arthur H .
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Berry a n d w i fe ( Myrtice Cheney
Berry ) ; Henry W. Dunn · Florence
The largest Al pha Tau Omega re
E. Dunn · Ada Edgecomb Andrews;
union in history was held on Sunday
Warren Foss; Herbert E . Foster
noon, June 1 6, when 41 members were
a nd w ife; Charles B. Fuller and
present in the former A TO House for
daughter, M rs.
ichols; Martha Me
l u ncheon and the annual meeting of
serve Gould ; Caro L. Hoxie; Olive
the Gamma Alpha Alumni Associa
Robbins Haviland ; Albert W . Lori
tion. President G. Cecil Goddard, '29,
mer and wife; John B. Merrill· Her
presided. The status o f the building
bert N. Pratt ; Ethel Farr Kimball ;
fund was reported by A. Galen Eustis,
Gertrude Ilsley Padelford; Charles W .
'23, Treasurer, who said that the total
Turner a n d wife ; Harry T. Watkins.
in the form of cash or construction
Professor and M rs. Wilkinson were
already paid for amounted to $32the guests of honor. Professor Wilkin
556,00. Other reports were given by
of
son gave a most interesting address on
George E . Ferrell, ' 1 8 Chairman
" The Changes of Fifty Years." Flor
the Campaign Committee, and Theo
ence Dunn recited the anniversary
dore R. Hodgkins, '25 , Chai rman of
poem printed below. Messages, tele
the Building Committee. It was de
grams, and letters were read from the
cided to pursue the campaign ::ictively
following who were not able to be
until the sum o f $40,000 is reached
present: M rs. B. Ralph Cram, Charles
which, it was thought, could be ac
E . Dow, Everett L. Getchell , Howard
complished by next fall.
Hanscom, J. M . Pike, Mae Pratt
Peakes, Hannah J . Powell and Thomas
LAM B D A cm ALPHA
C. Tooker.
Lambda Chi Alpha is conti nuing its
An interesting letter was read from
drive and has about $ 1 1 ,500 in cash
the class baby, Madge Colby Tooker
and pledges now in hand with the
Young. Mrs. Jessie Pepper Padelford
fund growing steadily. The 60 who
who was not able to be present sent a
attended the banquet on May 25 in

CLASS

T

H.

tee, 1s m the process of discussmg the
matter with his committee, and they
feel that some method may yet be
worked out for financing a new home
for Kappa Delta Rho on M:iyflower
Hill.
TAU DELTA P m

The Tau Delta Phi fraternity fully
expects to be among the first at Colby
to erect chapter houses accordmg to
'issie
rossman, '32 chairman of
their House Fund. A t present he
says, they have approximtaely 1 4,000
in the ba nk and $ 1 ,500 in unpaid
pledges.
Although their campaign
has been coasting along during the
spring he hopes to have heard from
every member by next fall and pre
dicts that the total amount will have
been secured by then.

REUNIONS
unique booklet illustrated with pic
tures of members of her family and
snap hots of interest to the Padelford
family and members of the class. All
those present igned the booklet which
will be returned to M rs. Padelford.
The class appointed a committee
consisting of John B. Merrill, M rs.
Gertrude Padelford, and Miss Caro
Hoxie to make plans for the presenta
tion to the college of a suitable Fiftieth
anniversary gift.
A most pleasant evening was passed
in talking over the old days, calling up
half-forgotten experiences of long ago,
and i ndulging in occasional expres
sions of regret over the loss of some
of the best features o f the past.
The class deeply appreciates the
thoughtfulness and courtesy of the col
lege authorities in opening Loui�e
Coburn Hall for our entertainment.
The 50th reunion of the class of 1 896
was a most enjoyable one.
- H. WARREN Fo s, '96.

A very famous poet
Sang one reunion time
The pines and halls of Bowdoin
In still remembered rhyme.
Longfellow's mood was pensive.
Of melancholy hue,
When he £n " Marituri "
For memory chose rue.
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Doc Holmes was rather chirpy
A nd laughed away the years;
He much preferred a frolic
To sentimental tears.
Old Harry and old Wendell
Were poet.; of renown Does inety-six expect me
To wear their fadeless crown?
My feet may limp and stumble,
No stately measures mine,
But any sorry rhymester
Will sing for Auld Lang Syne.
Willows and elms that shaded
Our classic campus ways
Still stand in silent witness
Of youth/ul dreams and days.
Come from your chimney corners,
A way with cap and cane,
For Alma Mater calls us
To tread her paths again.
If any Rip Van Winkle
Is napping time away,
Wake up, old Top, and hasten,
This is our Golden Day.
We may have been Victorian,
Gay i\ ineties " comes in pat We'll still remain gay nineties,
Make what you will of that!

ti

And we salute Old Colby,
" New Colby," shall we say?
While tve were busy elsewhere)
Has Grandma run away?
We pause beside the river,
.
The " Bricks " are down there still,
But other bricks and portals
Greet us upon the Hill.
·well, so did Rip Van Winkle
Gaze 'round him in surprise;
Like Wink, we view, astonished,
New wonders that arise.
Prex Johnson and Prex Bixler,
Bold men, have builded well;
We hail with pride the builders,
With pride the chorus swell.
.
"
Build thee more stately mansions,
The poet sang of old There is no nobler precept
For any Age of Gold.

ti

And so no " Morituri.."
Ours is no mournful knell,
But, " Ave, ave, Colby,"
Greeting and not farewell.
Flo1·ence E. Dunn

1 90l'S FORTY-FIFTH

THE class of 1 90 1

is most fortunate
in that i t did not have to miss a
reunion because of war restrictions and
that its 45th reunion fell upon the last
commencement that \vill probably be
held on the Old Campus.
On Saturday evening, June 1 5th, six
teen men and women class members
and their guests gathered at the
Colonial Inn on the Augusta Road for
a delicious steak dinner. Those pres
ent were: Mary Blaisdell Belknap of
Mansfield, Pa.; Alexander M. Black
burn of East Dorset, Vt. ; Francis M.
Joseph and his wife of Waterville;
Grace Farrar Linscott and her hus
band, Arad E. Linscott, '98, Portland;
George and Rhena Clark farsh, Scars
dale, . I. Y.; Wallace Purinton, Au
gusta ; Edgar B. Putnam, Danforth;
Charles F. T. Seaverns, Hartford,
Con n . ; Harry A. Tozier, Portland;
Mary Bragg Weston, Keene, N. H.·
Herbert S. Pnilbrick, '97· Nathaniel
Tompkins '03 ; and Hersey R. Keene,
'05.
Tt was a real pleasure to ha\'e Bert
Philbrick join us again, but much to
be regretted, his wife, Grace Mathews
Philbrick , could not be with him as
she was in 1 94 1 . The other guests
added to the enjoyment of the evening
and were cordially welcomed " i nto
the fold."
I t was a pleasant surprise to have
Dr. and :\Ir . Bixler and 1r. and Mrs.
G. Cecil Goddard drop in for a short
time. I t was regretted that they coul<l
not stay " from soup to nuts, but
after partaking of the first course they
had to move on to visit the other re
unions.
During the dinner and afterwards
many bit of class and college news
were exchanged and family pictures
passed arou nd.
Can anyone beat
Mary Blaisdell Belknap with her nine
grandchildren ?
Charles SeaYerns, as Master of Cere
monies, nnounced that each class ha<l
been asked to elect officers to 5erve un
til the next reunion. Charles was
1ed Putnam, Vice
elected President;
President; and Rhena Clark Marsh,
ecretary-Treasurer. The last choire
proved rather an unfortunate one as
the presence of a two dollar bill in the
dinner receipts was almost too much
for her arithmetic.
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It was unanimously voted that the
secretary write a note to the Bixlers ex
pressing appreciation of their coming
to the reunion and assuring them that
1 90 1 stands back of them i n all they
are doing for Colby. There was an
expression of the opinion that class
news should appear more regularly i n
the Alumnus and that the members
keep the secretary informed of bits of
information that would be interesting
to others. It was also suggested that
the secretary write letters to the cla�s
members not present to arouse i n them
a desire to be present at the 50th re
u n ion. By this time the newly elected
secretary thought that an adjournment
of the business part of the r>rogram
was in order before any other sugges
tions were made.
It was with regret that a very pleas
ant evening came to an end, but there
was also a feeling of great satisfaction
on the part of each one who had made
the effort to be present. May that
effort be made by a larger number in
1 95 1 .
- RttE:-:A C LAR K MARSH, Sec.

1906'S FORTIETH

T HE

Class of 1 906 celebrated i ts
for'ty years out of college with a
din ner at the \Vaten·ille Countrv Club
Saturday eYening, June 1 5th. - um
bers were small but the gathering was
significant, drawing one member of
the class from Claremont, California,
Elliott C. Lincoln Professor of Eng
lish Literature at Pomona College.
Another member, Dr. 'W illiam H. S.
Stevens, Chief of the Bureau of Statis
tics of the Interstate Commerce Com
mission in \Vash i ngton had his tickets
to Waten·ille bought, his bag packed
and checked, and was about on his
way to the station when a sud<len call
came from " higher-ups " for e ti
mates which " Bill " felt in duty
bound to furnish. This wiped out his
plan of meeting with his class.
" Shorty " Craig was prevented from
coming from his home in Denton,
Texas, by transportation problems.
" Pete '' Wi lley had high school re
sponsibilities which kept him in New
Bedford. But the sixteen men ancl
women present at the reunion had a
good time amid Yery pleasant sur
roundings.
From the Country Club a �orgeous
sunset met our eyes ju t as we sat
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down to supper in the sun parlor. It
was the ope ning day of the lub for
the season and we had the premises
quite to oursel es. Arrangements had
been made by a 1 906 man, Dr. Ralph
Reynolds, so that the attractive setting,
Rowers, ta ty dinner, open fire in the
lounge - eYerything one could ask all contributed to 1906's most success·
ful gathering since graduation. Hav
ing " J ack "
oombs with us and
Charles Chipman of Hartford, Conn.,
also made the occasion noteworthv.
After dinner we chatted about the
tables, heard lerters read from absent
members and enjoyed especiallv John
Coombs' remarks on his work i n
" baseball education ' for boys i n the
cltles. A short business meeting was
held to elect officers looking forward
to the next reunion and to consider
,,·ays of corning nearer to our goal in
the
lurnni Fund.
We then ad
journed to the lounge where Karl
Kennison showed an interesting col
ored film record of his great project,
the Quabbin Reser\'oir and water sup
ply system for Greater Boston.
Officers elected were : Elliott C.
Li ncoln, President; John W . Coo�bs,
Karl R. Kennison,
Vice-Presiden t;
Secretary; 1' Irs. Clara Torton Paul,
Treasure r.
Present were : Misses Anna Boyn·
ton, Bertha Kennison ( '07 ) , Mrs.
lara �orton Paul and daughter, Dr.
and Mrs. Robert Emery, Mr. and Mrs.
Karl Kennison, Dr. and Mrs. Ralph
Reynolds, Charles P. Chipman, John
W. Coombs, Rex W. Dodge, Joseph C.
Leighton, Elliott C. Lincoln, and
Arthur G. Robinson .
1916'S THIRTIETH

of t�e Class
an mformal
dinner at the Elmwood Hotel follow
ing which , the members of the class
and their wi\'es and h usb:mds ad
j ourned to the home of Cyril 1' L Joly
where an open house was held with
an eYening spent in renewing old ac
quai ntances, meeting the better halws
of the class, and in delightful rem inis
cences.
Plans· were discussed for a :-eal f1:ala
gathering on the occasion of the thirty·
fifth reunion in 1 95 1 and each member
acrreed to act on the publicity comm i t·
t e spreading the word in the hope
that a la rge attendance may be had at
reun i ?n
T HofE 1thirtieth
9 1 6 began with

;

GATHERED FOR THEIR 25th
Reunioni11g members of the class of 1921, with their guests, at the Colby
Outing Club Lodge.

I

that time. With these same plans i n
mind, the class voted t o organize b y
electing Cyril M. Joly, President and
Lewis L. Levi ne,
ecretary of the
Class.
At the close of the evening, lrs.
J oly, assisted by Gladys Meservey Ferrell, serYed refreshments and the party
then adjourned full of plans and h igh
hopes for the 1 9 5 1 gathering.
The following members of the class
and their spouses were present: Elea
nor Bradley Mitchell Edith Pratt
Brown, Elizabeth Hodgkins Bm en,
Vivian 'Vright Dunn, Gladys Meser
Yey Ferrell and George E. Ferrell, ' 1 7,
Louise McCurdy MacKinnon and M.
\·. MacKinnon, Bowdoin '14, Lewis L.
Levine and Cyril M. J oly and Lorette
L. Joly.
- LEwis L . LEvINF.. Sec.

of the Class - 37 men and 25 women.
fter the lobster dinner the local
members of the Class and their com
mencement guests retired to their
home , but all the others gathered
around the open fue in the main
lounge and listened to those who were
persuaded to talk i n formally of their
experiences.
Tei! Leonard was the
persuader. Outside the door at the
head of the porch steps one member
of the Cla s slept peacefully through
the whole proceedings. The gathering
adjourned at 12 o'clock.
Those who attended the Reunion
' ere : tephen H. Ayer, Ir. :ind 11rs.
Paul Bailey, fr. and M
: rs. H . 11erle
Barnum Stanley R. Black, fr. and
Irs. Chauncey L. Brown, Mr. and
Mrs. Clark Drumrnond, Smith Dunn
ack, Mr. and lrs. Bernard E. Esters
Mr. and Mrs. D. Ray Holt, Mr. :ind
Mr . reil F. Leonard, Lewis Le,·ine,
192 l 'S TWENTY-FIFTH
rathan Levine Mr. and Mrs. Harold
C. Marden, 'Vayne Vv. Mc Tally Mr.
N the late afternoon of June 1 5,
and Mrs. Arthur Ray Mills, Mr. and
the Class of 1 92 1 gathered at the
1 frs Ran om Pratt, Dr. and Mrs.
Colby Outing Club Lodge for its 25th
Reunion. A launch was engaged for Libby Pulsifer, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
tho e who desired a trip on the lake, 0. Smith, Mr. and ·fr . Ravmond
Mrs. Reginald turn
but many preferred to sit on the porch
Spinne
.
or grounds of the Club and renew th"e=___.. ,
ilford I. Umphrey, Mr. and
Mrs. Roland G. Ware, Mr. and Irs.
friendships of years ago. Co, ·
o
1 9 2 l 's 25th Anniversary Report were Samuel 'vVolman Mrs. Thelma French
distributed. This Report contains the Arnold, Mrs. Frances Bradbury Burke,
frs. Elizabeth Whipple Butler Elizabiographical accounts of 62 member
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beth B. Care , Grace R. Foster, Mrs.
Gra e J ohn on Grant, Mrs. Bernice
Butler kGorrill
lrs. I rene Gushee
[oran, Dorothy Rounds, and
lrs.
Iara Carter \V eber.
- STANLEY BLACK, Secretary .

1 926'S TWENTIETH

N INETEE

' members of the class
of 1926 were present for the
20th reunion during Commencemen t
weekend. Additional guests of class
members including husbands, wiYes
and friends brought the total to 36.
Clarence E. Hale traYelled the rrreatest
distance to be at the reunion, �oming
_
all the way trom Altadena, Calif.
The dinner was held i n one of the
pri\'ate dining rooms at the Elmwood
Hotel. The following members of the
clas were elected to serve as officers
ntil the next reunion: President,
George Roach; \ ice . President, Hilc!a
_ ; ecretary, Pauline Chamberlain ;
Fife
Treasurer, Frank Goodrich.
Those present were: George B.
Barnes, Paul I. Edmunds, J. Fr:mk
fac Pherson.
Goodrich
Carl
R.
George E. Roach, Francis T. Bartlett,
Roger A. Stinchfield Edith Grearson
Phelan, l\Iarian B. Rowe, F. Christine
Booth, Pauline Chamberlain Doris
Russell E. EYelyn Kellett Elsie Frost
Rapp, H ilda 11. Fife, Clarence Hale,
Emily Heath Hall. F. Cli\'e Hall,
Harry B . Thoma .
- HARRY B. THO'.\!A •

�

1 93 1 'S FIFTEENTH

T HE

Cla s of 1 93 1 held its 1 5 th re
union at the Crescent Hotel with
18 members attending the banquet.
The evening was spent in pleasant
reminiscing and a most enjoyable time
was reported by all.
At the request of the Alumni Secre
tary, officers \\'ere elected for the next
reunion. They were: President, Rod·
ney Farnham · \'ice President, Wallace
Donovan ; ecretarv Isabel Clark ; and
Treasurer, Stephanie Bean Delanev.
- PAUL L. D.\Vl ' '3 1 .

1936'S TENTH

T HE

class of 1 936 held its 1 0th re
u nion at the Lake hore Hotel,
Belgrade Lakes, 'vith 37 members
present.
.
Followinrr a deliciou s dinner, a busis
wa
it
ness meeti ;g \.Vas held at which
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decided that the regular class officers
1 9 4 1 'S FIFTH
should serYe as a permanent commit
tee to plan the next reunion in 1 95 1 .
HE class of 19-1-1 held its fifth re
The class agents will serve only on
union with 20 members and
Alumni Fund interests. Officers are:
( Men) Pres., Herbert DeVeber; Vice guests at Alden Farm and Camps on
Pres., Aron Lindberg; Sec., Joseph B . East Pond i n Oakland.
O'Toole, J r. ; ( women) Pres., Lois K .
The group spent the late afternoon
Lund; Vice Pres., Adeline Bourgrt
and early evening catching up on
•
'
and Sec., Ruth Fuller Frost.
e\'ents of the past fi\'e years and cur
Speakers at the meeting were Pres- rent news of members of the class.
.1 ent De\ eber and Class Agents, Lu Robert Pullen presided, and arrange
cile Jones Beerbaum and John Philip ments for a turkey dinner had been
Dolan.
made by Jane Russell Abbott.
George Cranton and Betty Mulkew,
The following permanent class offi
although not present at the banquet, cers were elected: President, -orris
were able to be with the class part of Dibble; Secretary, Elizabeth Sweetser
the weekend. Others i n atte�dance
Baxter. A collection was taken for the
were: Herbert and Polly DeVeber, purpose of financing post cards to be
Ray and Ruth Farnham, George and sent ou� to all members of the class to
Viola Holbrook, Arne Lindberg, John solicit news notes for the columns of
G. Rideout, Thomas G. van Slyke, Lu the Alumn us.
cile Jones Beerbaum, Carlton and
.Memcers of the class and their
Laura-May Tolman Brown, Elizabeth
Miller, Alice Bocquel, John Reynolds, guests v.:ho were present were: Ruth
R . Stebbins, Norris Dibble, Robert and
Asa H . Roach, Floyd Haskell, John
Mary Pullen, Catherine Fussell, Shir
P. and Josephine Dolan, Catherine
Laughton, Robert 0. Brown, Hugh D. ley Wagner, Geraldine Stefko Jones,
Beach, Charles R. Geer, James L. Ross, Henry and Jane Russell Abbott, Elmer
Frank Barne , Teresa Henderson, and Elizabeth Sweetser Baxter, Ernest
larriner, Paul
Robert and Sylvia Miller, Dorothy and Prudence Piper
Tozier, Helen Curtis, Maxine Knapp, and Marian IcArdle Burnham, Mary
Dorothy Cunningham, Amy Thomp Hitchcock Baxter, Dwight Beal, Jo
son, Ernest and Ruth Frost, Ralph A. seph Freme, and George and Martha
Rogers Beach.
and Helen Pellerin.
- ELIZABETH SWEETSER BAXTER.
- Jo HN
PHILIP DoLAK.

T

�

ANNUAL COLBY BRICK A WARDS
IT

h a s long been felt that there
ought to be some way to reward
the sen·ice that certain Colby alumni
make to their college. Outstanding
distinction in one's chosen field may.
of course, be occasionally recognized
by an honorary degree but service to
the college as such is too often little
known to the alumni body
- and to the
public.
The Alumni Council sensed this
need and went to work on the prob
Some colleges offer plaques,
lem.
Dartmouth giYes its coveted " green
derbies,' and other institutions ha\'e
their own distinctive trophies. For
Colby, the Council e\'olved the idea
of a " Colby Brick," made of the
identical clay .as the bricks in the
Mayflower Hill buildings and con
structed by the same makers, but of
word
the
with
size
miniature

" Colby " stamped into the face, mak
ing a u nique paper weight.
The
Morin Brick Company of DanYille
Junction, }.laine, worked out the tech
nical problems of constructing these
and insisted on doing them for the
college without charge.
The regulations for the awards
were carefully worked out by a special
committee of the council consisting of
Cyril 11. Joly, ' 1 6, Chairman, ·athan
ael 'L Guptill '39, En·ena Goodale
Smith, '2-1-, Ruth Hamilton \\ hitte
more, ' 12, and George E. Ferrell, ' 1 8,
as follows:
" Desiring to effect a method of re
warding alumni sen·ice to Colby Col
lege, we recommend the annual prac
tice of awarding miniature Colby
Bricks, with the ·word
COLBY '
stamped in relief on the top surface,
to alumni for loyal, outstanding, and
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RECIPIENTS OF C OLBY BRICK
Men who were present to receive recognition for Alu m ni service Lined up
at the Alu m ni Luncheon as follows: Dru m m ond '88, Bruce '4 1 , 1 ash I I .
Pottle '16, Good 110, Stephens '89.. Smith '20, Spinney 12 1, Clark_ '05. Hill
'10, Leonard '21 , Seaverns '01 .. and Joh nson '9 1 .
1

meritorious service beyond the call o f
. t h e committee shall canvass
duty
the alumni field, receive nominations
and make recommendation to the
Alumni Council a t i ts fall meeting.
rominees must receive two-thirds of
the votes of the members present and
voting by secret ballot at the meeting,
to be eligible for presentation of the
award."
To go back over the years and pick
out all who deserve awards under the
aboYe definition would make too long
a list. However, the Council agreed
on 24 individuals to form the charter
members of " The Colby Bricks."
These were awarded at the Alumnae
Luncheon by Ruth Hamilton Whitte
more. and at the Alumni Luncheon
by Bernard E. Esters, accompanied by
the following citations:
To Louise Helen Coburn, '77 oldest living woman graduate; found
er at Colby of a national sorority;
first woman Trustee of the College;
first president of the Colby Alumnae
Association ; whose efforts gained for
Colby alumnae affiliation with the
American Association of University
and who, through the
Women ;
years, has had a major share in the
progress of women's education a t this
college.
.

.

To Robie G. Frye, · 2 - son of
Tru tee;
Alumni
former
Colby·
premium cla s agent: secretary of the
Old Timers Club. There is no doubt
of the place Colby has in his heart and
great pride i s taken in honoring this
amiable and modest Colby gentleman.
To Frank B. Hubbard, '84 - i nti
mate associate of Arthur J. Robert ;
for many years a servant of our col
lege; who, while Treasurer, taught
Colby boys the lesson of meeting their
obl igations on time as one of the cardi
nal principles of character· now re
tired, he continues his interest i n
C'.olby as Trustee a n d financial ad
viser.

To Edward F. Stevens, '89 - onlv
'ew York
living founder of the
Alumni Association - agent of the
class of 1 889 si nce the inauguration of
the Alumni Fund in 1 93 3 ; former
founder of the
Alumni Trustee;
Book Arts Collection of the Colby
Library ; a loyal and devoted ;:i lumnm
who has maintained a constant inter
est in finer things at Colby; a regular
attendant at Commencement.
To Albert F. Drummond, '88 former Alumni Tru tee; member of
the Athletic Council when the Coun
cil really ran athletics at the College;

honored today as the patriarch of a
great Colby family.
To Harrie t M. Parmenter, '89 beloved Colby gentlewoman, who for
nearly t\venty-fi\'e years administered
the Colby Alumnae Scholarship Loan
Fund with business acumen tempered
with human kindness, understanding
and sympathy, and who, for almost as
long a period kept a careful and
beautifully composed necrology for the
Alum nae Association.
To Franklin W. Johnson, '9 1 - 55
years out of college; founder of the
Old Timers Club· loyal and distin
gui hed graduate · whose optimism,
indefati able energy and dynamic
leadership has made " a venture of
faith ' a reality.
To Rose Adelle Gilpatrick, '92
author of the moving pageant pre
sented at the Colby Centennial in
1 920, her sterling qualities of leader
ship and wise counsel helped to lead
the early Alumnae ssociation to suc
ces ful fulfillment of many pro
gressive undertakings, especially the
project for the Alumnae Building
wh ich has meant so much to the
ocial l i fe of the college.
To Florence M. Dunn, '96 - per
sonification of Colby loyalty to more
than 2 ,300 Colby alumnae; teacher
for the love of teaching youth ;
builder of wider horizons for Colby
women student : second woman to be
elected by the Board of Trustees to i ts
membership; originator of the Alum
nae Office and its supporter for ten
years; one who has made it financially
possible for an unk nown number of
girls to receive their education ; her
brilliant mind warm heart and active
hand have been devoted to the sen·ice
of her college ince the day she \\"aS
graduated.
To T. Raymond Pierce, 98 - who
holds the u ni que honor of having been
the only Colby alumnus to serve as
president of both the Boston and _ ew
York Colby Alumni Associations.
This recogni tion by the alumni of the
two largest Colby centers i s evidence
enough of his loyal and outstanding
service to his college over and above
his long sen·ice as a member of the
Board of Tru tees.
To Charles F. T. Seaverns '01 - a
great hearted gentleman· devoted to
this college: Ion� a Trustee; for 2 5
years president of t h e Connecticut Val
ley Alumni A ociation - first chair
man of the Alumni Fund; donor of
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our athletic field which bears his
name. Rare it is when he fails to at
tend Colby
ight and Commence
ment.

To Guy W. Chipman, '02 - for
long and loyal service as an Alumnus
since his graduation i n the class of
1 902; for distinguished leadership i n
support of t h e college, particularly in
the affairs of the Colby Alumni Club
o f Portland, and for carrying on the
affairs of the Colby class agent under
conditions of personal health that
made that service definitely " beyond
the call o f duty."

To Cecil W. Clark, '05 - past
president o f the Alumni Council ·
Alumni Trustee;
chairman of his
fraternity campaign for a new house
on Mayflower Hill; we honor him
especially for founding the Boston
Colby Club which meets on the third
Friday in each month.
To M a ry Donald Deans, ' 0 who, as President of the Colby Alum
nae Association while the Women's
Union Fund was being raised, devoted
herself unsparingly to this task with
an enthusiasm and
vision
which
spurred the whole organization to
greater efforts the fruit of which may
be seen on Mayflower Hill today.
To Ralph N. Good, '10 - one of
Colby's most distinguished all-round
athletes, who, since his graduation in
1 9 10, has maintained a friendly and
helpful interest in Colby affairs; sen
ior alumni representative on the Ath
letic Council ;
a member of the
Alumni Council, and chairman of its
finance committee.
To Frederick T. Hill, '10 - son of
a distinguished
alumnus ;
a loyal
member of his profession; Trustee;
past chairman of the Alumni Coun
cil ; chairman of the committee on
adult education and Director of our

first Alumni College.
To Ralph E. Nash, '1 1 - member
of the 35 year class of which he is class
agent; representative o f the Alumni
Council; and founder of the Saint
Petersburg, Florida, Alumni Club;
worker for Colby; a generous alum
nus.
To Frederick H. Pottle, '17 founder of the
Trustee;
scholar;
Colby Library Associates; who has
brought distinction to his College, and
who continues to manifest an alert io,

terest in its welfare.
To Hugh A. Smith, '20 - school
master in the finest interpretatio n of

the word, who has assisted more boys
than any other Colby man to obtain �
Colby education. The highest distinc
tion is the service to others, especially
to our youth.
To Neil Leonard, '2 1 - distin
guished member of my class ; past
president of the general Alumni As
sociation;
first
chairman
of
the
Alumni Council; former chairman of
the Alumni Fund; chairman of the
Bequest Committee of the Colby
Fund Council; and now chairman of
the Board of Trustees. Neil's service
to the college is beyond all recom
pense.
To Raymond Spinney, '2 1 - for 1 2
years class agent par excellence o f the
class of 1 92 1 ; past president of the
Boston Alumni Association and secre
tary of the Boston Colby Club; chair
man of the 1 945 and 1946 Alumni
Funds; member of the Alumni Coun
cil ; held in the affectionate regard not
onl)l of bis classmates, whom he has

exhorted continually to give gener
ously and often to the College, but by
all members o f the Colby family.
To Doris Donnell Vickery, '3 4 who combined the duties of adminis
tering the affairs of · the Western
Maine Colby Alumnae Association
during the trying wartime period with
the arduous duties of a homemaker;
carrying her twin responsibilities with
conspicuous success.
To Charles D. Keef, '39 - whose
expression of loyalty to Colby, undi
minished by the exigencies of war
and 1 5 ,000 miles separation, set a new
pace for the Alumni Fund and raised
the sights of all of us in our annual
alumni giving.
To E. Robert Bruce, '40 - who,
while undergoing rigorous training
for a paratrooper, carried on the work
of agent for the class of 1940, and set
a high example of loyalty to his col
lege and pride in the achieY.ement of
his class.

HONORARY DEGREES GIVEN

RECIPIENTS O F HONORARY DEGREES
On the Commencement platform are seen, left to right: Kennedy, Keith,
Sloan, Coombs, Barnes.
BY the authority of the Board of
Trustees, Pres. J. Seelye Bixler
conferred honorary degrees on five
distinguished persons at the Com
The recipients
mencement exercises.
were invested with hoods and given

diplomas " as visible symbols of their

membership i n the society of scholars. "

Those honored and the citations ac

companying
follows:

the

degrees

were

as
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DOCTbR OF LAWS

MASTER OF ARTS

Joseph Patrick Kennedy - " Indus
trialist and financier, graduate of Har
vard and recipient of many honorary
degrees, former chairman of the
Securities Exchange Comm ission and
of the United States Maritime Com
m ission, ambassador to old England
during a crucial period in world
history, believer in New England and
in its promise for the future, we wel
come you to an old New England
college and to a share i n its heritage
and hope. "

George Butler Barnes-" Member of
a family bound to Colby by many ties:
yourself a graduate of the college and
a member of its Alumni Council; you
have served your county a
rate's
attorney and your state as member

and now
peaker of its House of
Representatives.
On this twentieth
ann iversary of your graduation your
college recalls you to i ts Commence
ment platform to affirm its pride in
your record and its confidence in your
future as a ser ant of the public. "

ASSISTAN T COACH NAMED

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

Percival Cleveland Keith - " Re
search worker, engi neer and i n ventor
you have had an important part in de
veloping such essential products as
synthetic rubber, while the processes
you have perfected are expected to
double our supply of oil. With opti
m ism characteristic of one born i n
Texas y o u have promised i f necessary
to make gasoline out of any carbon
providing material, i ncluding hay,
corncobs, or even water-lilies. Recog
nizing the far-reaching character of
your achievements this Yankee college
proudly adopts you and offers you a
place within i ts family circle."
DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS

R a ymo n d P. · Sloane - " Editor of
THE MODERN HOSPITAL, Man
aging Editor of THE NATION'S
SCHOOLS writer for national publi
cations and speaker before many lay
and professional groups, author of a
book on hospital service and member
of many boards and commissions
you combine a practical interest in
relieving h uman suffering with a more
abstract concern for the l i fe of ideas
and are helping to improve the fine
arts both of healing and of teaching. "
MASTER OF ARTS

John Wesley Coom hs-"Pitcher with
the Dodgers, the Tigers, and with the
Ath letics in the days of their glory,
coach at Williams, at Princeton, and
now for many years at Duke, author
ef a text on baseball that bids fair to
become a classic, idol of the nation's
youth and exemplar of the highest
ideals of sportsmanship, your college
takes advantage of your fortieth re
union to honor you in the best Greek
tradi tion as a consistent winner in the
stadium of l ife. "

Head Coach " Danny " Lewis, left, and " Swede " A nderson

T HE appointment of Lloyd Merritt

Anderson of Old Orchard Beach,
Maine, to the position of instructor in
the Department of Health and Physi
cal Education was recently announced
by President Bixler. His du ties will
include those of assistant coach of foot
ball and coach of varsity track.
" Swede " Anderson was captain of
the 1 943 football team at Har ard and
participated in track. He played full
back on his freshman team blocking
back for two years and center in his
senior year, thus giving him the type
of all-around. experience which Coach
" Danny " Lewis was looking for in
his assistant.
Anderson has played under the sin
gle wing system of George Martin at
Thornton Academy the T-formation
with Steve Sarota at Phillips-Andover,
and the Spin Attack of Dick Harlow's
at Harvard. I n track he participated

i n the hurdles, dashes, javelin, and
shot put. He was a national honor
ociety scholar in secondary school and
member of the Pi Eta and Varsity
Clubs at HarYard.
Immediately after graduation, he
. S. Navy serving 30
went into the
months as Lt. ( jg ) and Engineer Offi
cer aboard the USS Iowa. He is mar
ried and they have an infant daughter.
NEXT FALL'S SCHEDULE

Sept. 28 - Univ. of N. H . Waterville
Oct. S - Univ. of Vt.
Waterville
Oct. 12 - US Coast Guard Academy
New London, Con n .
Oct. 1 9 - Amherst College
Amherst Mass.
Oct. 26 - Bowdoin College
Waterville
•
ov. 2 - University of Maine
Orono
Lewiston
�TOY. 11 - Bates College
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THREE NEW BOOKS OF COLB Y INTEREST
Conversations with an Unre
pentant Liberal by Julius Sedye
Bixler, Yale University Press, 1946
pp + 1 1 3, $2.00.
Reviewed by

STEPHEN c. PEPPER
I S delightful and instructive
T Hbook
is the printing of three lec

tures given at Yale on the Terry
Foundation endowed for the delivery
and publication of ' Lectures on Re
ligion in the Light of Science and
Philosophy."

President Bixler brings to bear on
this assignment his knowledge of
philosophy and religion and a life-long
experience in education. The first lec
ture deals with the liberal ideals, and
meets the attacks which these have
had to encounter in recent years, the
second presents a rational ideal of re
ligion, and the third offers certain ap
plications for education.
The treat
ment throughout is genial and consid
erate, and utterly free from rancour or
complaint. Its tone and what it indi
.cates of the personality of the man be
hind the lectures is as strong �n argu
ment for the integrity of the liberal
ideals as the contents of its pages.
The argument is presented in tbe
fanciful form of a dialogue between
two of Socrates'. companions _reincar
nated in our present era.
One of
them, Simmias, is a former teacher of
economics who has been tempted into
an official position in Washington,
which he holds with a not entirely con
cealed sense of supe.riority. The other,
Cebes' is a teacher of religion in a
small college in the state of Maine.
Both are aware of their reincarnation,
and their former association with Soc
rates, and consequently of a certain re
sponsibility for their ideas about these
Simmias,
modern confused times.
nevertheless, turns out to be ::ibout as
confused i n his ideas as the times are.
He has acquired a smattering of
Dewey and of the positivistic move
ment and some materialistic notions
and a scorn of metaphysics and a con
tempt for a lot of other things which
he tosses under the general heading of
The o er
" ivory tower " affairs.
companion, Cebes takes a lot of 1abs
from Simmias and i s somewhat slow
in getting aroused, but when he g-ets
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THE REVIE WERS
Stephen Coburn Peppe1�. although
himself a Harvard gradua,te, is the
son of Charles Hovey Pepper, '89, and
grandson of the one-time president of
Colby, George Dana Boardman Pep
per, and of Stephen Coburn, 1839. He
is Professor of Philosophy and chair
man of the Department of Art at
the University of California, and
author of several books on philoso
phy, and esthetic criticism.

fohn Coumo; is the regular re
vzewer for the Philadelphia Bulletin .
fohn Granville Rideout, '36., son of
the late Walter Rideout, '12, and
Helen Brickett Rideout, '15, was
Rhodes Scholar from Maine., attairiJ..
ing the A.M. degree from Oxford and
later h is Ph.D. from Brown. A mem
ber of the faculty of Wells College
this past year, he will be Assistant
Professor of English Literature at the
University of New Hampshire begin
ning next fall.

started he shows that he has profited
from his former association with Soc
rates.
He is much gentler with his
victim than Socrates would have been,
but before he gets through he leaves
little that is creditable with Simmias.
What Simmias does do, however, is to
act as a stimulus and a foil for the
ideas of Cebes which are gradually un
folded with great clarity.
The central message is a faith in rea
son. This, too, is an echo of Socrates.
.Jt is a plea for tolerance, for recogniz
ing that there are many evidences to
consider if one would reason rightlv,
and that these should be organiz�d
and adj usted to achieve the best re
sults.
The same attitude is carried into re
ligion. Cebes believes that a religion
which can.not stand on reason cannot
stand. It is his ideal of truth which
in our hearts we all seek, however
diverse our paths. Because this is, he
believes the common ideal, it is one
that contains a ho� of human. unity
and harmony. For what really is the
truth is the same to all men, and all
who sincerely seek it are, consequently,
sure to arrive at the same goal. Cebes'

manner of arguing for this ideal is one
that would have been strange to Socra
tes. Cebes shows that he has come
into contact with modem thought.
But had Socrates had access to Cebes'
mode of argument he might well have
been delighted with it. Cebes, more
over, presents his argument so simply
that a layman would have no suspicion
of the struggles other men have had
to explain. this type of ideal. We are
fortunate that he should have been re
incarnated with the Socratic gift.
At the end of the dialogues is a sud
den turn of thought that is unforgetta
ble. It is not only imaginative in it
self, but it throws a new light on. all
that has preceded.
I will not give
away what it is, however.
Each
reader should discover it for himself
to gain the full force and significance
of it - and, of course, only after he
has read the beginning and the middle
of the dialogues.
The book is a good one to read out
loud. For the stories and witticisms
that are scattered through call for
somebody to share the laughs, and the
serious side of it calls for somebody to
discuss it with.
Third Avenue., New Y01·k by
John McNulty.
Little, Brown
& Co., New York, 1946. $2.00
A Colby alumnus with whom the
college has completely lost connection
suddenly turns up as a successful
writer, frequent contributor to The
New Yorker, and now author of a
book of stories : " Third Avenue, New
York."
John A. McNulty came to Colby
from Lawrence, Mass., entering with
the class of 1 9 1 8, but remaining only
for his freshman year. He served in
.World War I, and never completed
his college course.
A perceptive and entertaining re
view of this book by John Cournos
was recently published in. the Phila
delphia Bulletin and is reprinted here
with :
Someone has ventured the op1ruon
that the talent of John McNulty,
author of " Third Avenue, New York"
has a resemblance to that of 0. Henry.
Whatever resemblance there is is
very remote.
McNulty's characters,
to be sure, are the kind that 0. Henry
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often wrote about. But t he approach
and the method of writing are alto
gether d i fferent.
In the first place, Mc ulty avoids
plots.
fast of hi
torie are not so
much stories as k tche - character
studie - of bums, bartenders and the
like, gl im psed through some simple
little epi ode by an eye that catches
the significance of the irreleva nt.
The author i s a newspaper man,
whose early e xperiences extended to
a variety of t h i ngs. A college man who
spent his time between Holy Cross a nd
Colby, he was i nj u red in World War
I , and when he came h ome he got a
j ob as a piano player in a mo\'ie house
in AndoYer. His own opinion of his
playing was that i t wa " lousy but
l oud ".
He has worked on newspapers i n
many cities, but was fi nally prevailed
u po n to come to ew York by James
Thurber, who saw something i n hi
work that deserved encouragement.
The ew Yorker ha publi shed much
of his work.
Mc ulty has avoided the se ntimen
tal touch of 0. Henry's stories. He
imagines less · on the other hand, his
powers of observation are more acute.
There i s an i m peccable sense of real
ism about his ketches; you know that
i f what he wri tes has not actual l y hap
pened it surely could have happened.
This l i mitation i s both his weakness
and his strength. He does not teil you
too much, but what li ttle he tell s you
may safely depend on. With what
powers he has, one would l i ke t o see
t h i s writer tackl ing something more
ambi tious - a short novel , perhaps.
For, oddly enough, t he best thing i n
the book - amusi ngly entitled " A
Ma n's Goi ng I nto the Army What
Can You Do About I t ? " - more
nea rl y approaches to bei ng a full
fledged short story than anything i n
t h e book. I ts h umor i s i n fectious.
The story i s about bartender Paddy
just drafted i nto t he army a nd having
the t ime of his l i fe before knocki ng off
work on his last day. Paddy, who for
years had been l i stening to palaver by
his customers, to all their hard luck
stories and their grousi ng, and to their
i ntimate relations with their wives and
what not, suddenly gets a n ot ion that
he'll have a l ittle of his own back .
Taking a nip now and agai n of the
best cognac in the place, right in front
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of the customers too, he tel ls off each
in h is turn . And, parti ularl y when
the fashionable slumming party drifts
in, he enjoys h i msel f :
n d w h a t do you quaint people
think you'd like to haYe ? Would you
care for a quaint punch in the quaint
teeth of you ? What i this qua i n t
busi ness anyhow I heard y o u people
cal l i ng the place a couple of t imes, and
behind my back maybe calling me
quaint too ? "
And even the return of the boss
from the newsreel does not deter Paddy
from playi ng out hi part :
" You're pretty quaint yourself now
and then, to my way of thinking. ure
the women you have talk wor e lan
guage than half the men on this avenue
and I'm ashamed sometime overhear
ing it. And for God' ake do they
ever stop moking cigarettes and l i t
teri ng up the bar ' ith their pocket
books and sti nking the place with
their sashay powder or whate\'er i t is.
ow would you l ike some kind of
quaint I rish whi key that I haven't
seen an I rishman around here drink
i n twelve yea rs ? Or will you ha\'e
what one of you people ordered one
night, sloe gin and e\'en Up. Oh
God ! "
You can see that, in his fashion
McNulty i s something of a moralist
too. and in the best en e of the word
- a the literati under tand it.
There is al o a story of a sedate
Boston lady out for Ad\'enture with a
capital A - not that that amounts to
much - and she i nduced the u n
shaven cabby to take her i nto one of
those places that used to be called
saloons in the old day .
he doe n't
ee anyth i ng much, but she keeps on
repeat i ng, " This i s quite a pictur
esque scene, isn't i t ? " which sets t he
cabby to wondering on the vagaries
of Lady Bostonians, who come up to
tow n for the Dog Show - and this.
Then there is a clever ketch about
a cabby who chooses his ow n cus
tomers, and a pparently he prefers them
half seas over. And a Christmas story
about a man who wanted to take out
to di nner two people he had never
seen and yet, in an odd way, remem
bered !
This is a small book, yet a reward
ing one, and the a pt black and white
sketches by Beatrice Tobi as add no
l i ttle to the moods it evoke .

Hardy m A merica.
Carl J .
Weber.
Colby College Press,
Watervi lle, 1 946. pp x, 32 1 , $5.00.
Reviewed by

]oH. G . R r nEouT, '36
YTH I G
Professor
Weber
writes on Thomas Hardy i s
always illuminating a n d to t h e point.
In Hardy in A merica he is especially
rich i n the variety of his information
and i nterpretation. He has viewed
from all angles t he ways in which
American readers have made Thomas
Hardy their own : the publ i sh ing of
books, the problems of piracy before
the days of i n ternational copyright,
the demands of American taste on an
Engl ish author advanced for his own
country, and the reactions to Hardy's
n ovels and poems of the critics and re
viewers, American women, college
professors novel ists, poets, and the
people i n general. Running through
this i ntrigui ng, well-ordered and well
selected mass of i nformation i s the
author's reiterated conviction of the
truth and importance of Hardy's
spiritual message for America. The
book i thorough recounting the full
story of Hardy's publ ications in the
United tates and appending a compre
hensive American bibliography.
Of i nterest more largely to the
speciali t i the account of Hardy's
relations with his legitima:te publishers
such a Henry Holt, who i ntroduced
him to America and the Harpers,
with whom he enj oyed uch a long
and pleasant association. The atten
tion of the scholar i s also engaged by
the carefully detailed de cription of the
piracy of Hardy's works, unprotected
by international copyright, by more or
less respectable publ ishing houses, and
the sale of these clas ics for a quarter
or less. Hardy m ight comfort himself
for this theft of his talents only as did
Longfellow, whose poems were hea ily
pirated by British publishers : " It
gives you thousands of readers instead
of hundreds."
Of greatest interest to the common
reader i s Professor Weber's l ivel y pre
entation of the reactions of Hardy's
host of readers in the United States.
That i nstinct in so large a portion of
the Anglo-Saxon race which prompts
it to pursue a round of uninterrupted
cheeriness is promi nent in America
and i s responsible for some of the
i n it ial objections i n this country to
the melancholy tones of Hardy's writ
i ngs and to their more realistic, l ess
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reassuring incidents.
It is a sad re
flection on the
merican taste of the
Victorian period that Hardy's ridicu
lous Romantic Adventures of a Milk
maid should meet with immense suc
cess while the suffering career of that
other m ilkmaid, Tess of the D'Urber
villes, was often stigmatized as im
moral. B ut the Puritanism of Amer
ica, symbolized so neatly in Jeannette
Gilder s opening her w i ndow to let
in the fresh air after reading the
" coarse " Jude the Obscure, i s paral
leled on the other side of the Atlantic
by the bigotry of the bishop whc
burned the book -as Hardy says,
" . . . probably i n his despair at not
being able to burn me."

I t is refreshing to note that the early
editors and reviewers to whom Holt
sent copies of the books he published
were able to detect clearly the spiritual
message of Hardy, with its emphasis
on " courage and loyalty and self
sacrifice and fortitude," though i t may
be thought that Professor Weber is
somewhat u n necessarily rejoiced i n the
fact that ' They rarely lost themselves
in vapid discussions of style and l it
erary technique." Further reading of
the book reveals, however, that he i s
having a healthy reaction from that
group of modern critics who stress
manner to the detriment of matter.

H i s own vigorous and engaging
style is well illustrated by his descrip
tion of the conversion of the righteous
American women who had at the be
ginning felt it their duty to lift up
their voices i n moral protest:
It remains, however, to set both
these ladies in a clearer light. Hav
ing done what they regarded as their
>Conventional professional - and
duty, they put aside their pens,
packed their bags, embarked on
ships, and, l i ke Rebekah Owen,
sailed for England with a fixed de
termination to meet Thomas Hardy.
If they had for one minute really r�
garded him as the mora leper t �eir
printed words painted him as being,
they would have retired to . so�e
idyllic Brook Farm where plam . hv�
ing and high transcenden tal thmk
i ng would have l ifted thc; ir thoug�ts
far above the disgusttng details
which, so they claimed in print, be
smirched the pages of Thomas Har
dy's books, and the last thing they
would ever have thought of would
be to approach the door of Max Gate.

�

No one who s incerely believes that
there is poison ivy i n the meadow
proceeds with loud vociferation to
warn his friends and then rushes to
outstrip them in touching the bane
ful vegetation.
But observe these
ladies.
By the
time that the
Century Magazine for J ul y 1 893 had
reached Rebekah Owen in England
and she had read Miss Preston's
article therein and was ready to dis
cuss it with Hardy Harriet Preston
had already auived on the spot and
was "dlingly " suffering " a pri
vately conducted tour of Egdon
Heath under the guidance of the
i nsufferably
coarse
and
vulgar
author. After Jeannette Gilder had
opened the window to let in the
fresh air, she too was revived and
refreshed enough to cross the ocean.
Professor Weber is j ustifiably im
pressed with Hardy's ability as a
no elist not only to recognize " the
grimness of the general situation "
but also to reveal " the beauty that
underlies the ugliness in the world "
and to develop " those iron qualities
of character. . . courage and loyalty
and self-sacrifice and fortitude. . . ."
Modern American novelists, i n h i s
opinion, a r e well enough aware of the
grimness but insufficiently concerned
with the beauty of life and with the
good in human character, and he seems
to load the dice in favor of Hardy.
Although there i s much to be said on
his side, i t might be difficult to con
struct a completely satisfactory case for
writers like Dreiser, Steinbeck or Dos
Passos as direct opposites of Hardy in
this regard.
Surely Dreiser, for ex
ample, i s aware of the underlying
beauty i n life and is only regretful
that it is not more readily attainable
by the have-not underlings about whom
he writes. I s Hardy the type of senti
mentalist who is continually searching
for beauty i n illogical suffering ?
Beautiful and noble as are Tess and
Jude in the sufferings imposed upon
them by an unjust society, Hardy does
not let us forget that the society that
suffers these tragedies to pass unnoticed
is an unj ust one. Though the tone
is admittedly different, for the book is
the product of another soil and another
pr..riod, there is not a little of this un
derlying beauty i n the struggles of

A merican Tragedy,
Clyde i n An
though the Beowulfian virtues are by
temperament not his. It would seem
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that the differences to be observed be
tween Hardy and Dreiser are natural
enough when sufficient consideration
i s given to differing national back
grounds and differing social-historical
periods. There is yet the more essen
tial link between them of the univer
sal struggle of man toward the more
beautiful in life, whether it be for the
Oxford education of the have-not Jude
or the material advancement above ab
ject poverty of a Clyde. It must indeed
be this essential link that makes
Dreiser a favorite in Russia and Hardy
beloved of the working people i n
America.

Though not mentioning T. S. Eli
ot s poetic contributions to the criti
cism of l i fe today, Professor Weber
deals a well-deserved blow to the
type of modern poet who, following
or perhaps misconstruing Eliot, places
an undue emphasis on esthetic prob
lems in his ivory tower of the modern
ego. A good case can be made for
expecting poetry to be the expression
of the total man, and Hardy was not
one of those fin de siecle poets who
placed technique above life, a s i s a
tendency of some of today's descend
ants of the brilliant " decadents " of
the late Victorian period.
With art
for art's sake Hardy i s definitely out
of sympathy. I t might be argued that
he i s insufficiently occupied with the
technique of poetry, but the more im
portant stuff of life i s his. He i s no
poet singing a meaningless song in
perfect form in a haven apart from
his fellowmen. He writes for the com
mon reader, and his themes are the
profound absolutes of human life.
Though the thread of Hardy's
philosophical
contribution
runs
throughout the book, it emerges with
added emphasis at the conclusion.
Showing how fitting and helpful in
the second world war was Hardy's
promulgation through his writings of
the iron v i rtues, Professor Weber
stresses their usefulness in the peace
time college for "keeping before Amer
ican students a vision to quote Sir
Richard Livingstone . . . of ' courage
and persistence, desire for wisdom
and
devotion to good.' "
Some
readers will be less impressed with
Hardy's advocacy of the desirability of
takirtg life as i t comes, " learning to
let Time file by." These are the days
not only for the iron virtues but also
for the necessitated rapid cultivation
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of the more intellectual irtue of quick
thinking, and of swift action. Forti
tude implies time available for the
heroic struggle. It would prove a less
vital factor in an atomic, biological
conflict. The day to admire the grim
warrior in his individual struggle
against a hostile world must pass. I f

SERVICE PERSONALS
Ens. Lowell E. Barnes, '44, wrote
on June 5th that he was scheduled
to leave for Shanghai on the 1 5th of
June and would not be back to
assume the role of civilian again u n
til July of 1 947.

Ens. Richard S. Jones, '44, was
graduated from the United States
Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md.,
i n J une.
After a short vacation he
left for Florida for special air training.
Dick's father, mother and .fiancee
were guests at the graduation exer
cises.
Ens. Joseph Bowler, '47, i s sta
tioned at Pearl Harbor for the time
being.
Later he expects to go on
patrol duty and observe the atomic
bomb test.
CpL Kay Sahagian, '48, has been
transferred to MP Det., 64th FA, sta
tioned m
ara,
Honshu, Japan's
famous
shrine
city.
Kay's
twin
brother is stationed in Kyoto, and the
two met a short time ago after a
year's separation.
T-5 Melvin Foster, '47, writes the
following : " After leaving Colby at
the end of my freshman year, I en
tered the Army. I have spent 14 of
my 19 months in the Army overseas
I have
in the Philippines and Japan.
also travelled to Korea, Guam, Sai
pan, Iwo J ima and other Mid Pacific
islands via the Pacific Army Olym
I intend returning to Colby i n
pics.
eptember, i f possible.''

Ens. Robert A. Mills, '46, USNR,
is statjoned aboard the USS Fogg ( DE
5 7 ) . He expects to be discharged be
fore September and return to Colby.
Lt. (jg) C. W. McGraw, '4-0, is on
terminal leave from the Navy until
J u ly 31st after 1 Yi years with PV-2
squadron in the Pacific as a Naval
Ob erver.
He expects to return to

there i s to be any world at all, it will
be a world of human brotherhood set
upon a firm economic foundation.
But such a world mu t not exclude
the moral teaching of a Thomas
Hardy, and Professor Weber, as is his
wont, has gone direct! and emphati·
cally to the main point when he

AWARDED BRONZE STAR
Pvt. Donald C. Whitten, '43, was
awarded the Bronze Star Medal,
" for heroic achievement in action
on 29 April 1 945, near Torbole
Italy." He was attached to Head
quarters 1 0th Mountain Division.
Whitten has been discharged from
the service and is now attend;ng
Harvard Graduate School of A r ts
and Sciences.

the Eastman Kodak Co. in Rochester
at the end of his lea\ e.
Lt. Comdr. S. B. Warren, 42, who
is stationed aboard the U S Harlan
R . Dickson ( DD 70 ) cjo FPO,
ew
York, writes that he has " been
selected for transfer to Regular
avy
by Secretary of the
avy . Will prob
avy at least until
ably stay in the
the civilian world settles down."
Capt. Leo . Kresky, 39, has been
assigned to the 6th Aircraft Repair
Unit ( Floating) which is at present
engaged in the Atomic Bomb Project.
Capt. E. W. Campbell, '1 7, is now
stationed on Okinawa with OBAS
COM.
He recently sent the Editor
the Vol.
o. 1 issue of " The
.
Okmawan.
Sgt. Mitchell C. Jaworski, '44, ex
pects to be discharged sometime dur
ing the early summer and plans to be
back in Colby with his wife and
daughter in the fall.
Comdr. Roger K. Hodsdon,
12,
writes: " I am presently on duty at
the San Francisco Naval Shipyard
as Assistant Administrative Officer.
These post war days are really hectic,
caused by the loss of personnel and
the tremendous job of deactivating
the thousands of ships which are no
longer needed.
I expect to be re
tired from the Navy in the early
Autumn with over 31 years service

.�'

writes :
" The
most
magnificent
formulation of his third rule for happy
living i s found in the unforgettable
eulogy of Wimerborne, spoken by
Marty South at the end of the Wood
/anders: ' I never can forget 'ee, for
you was a good man, and. did good
things.' "

to my credit. I am looking forward
to the time when I can do a lot of
things which I have always wanted
to do but have been unable to do on
account of the duty which I have
been performing for the last 30 odd
ears.
I t is hoped that in the near
future I will be able to attend my
first class reunion."
Ens. Theodore H. Russell, '47, is
now serving on the taff of the Com
mander Destroyers, Pacific Fleet. He
writes: " At present I am using the
English I learned at Colby to write
the ' citations ' that
avy men receive
with the medals they earn.
It i s
quite interesting duty in that I have
access to many interesting war rec
ords."
Ted's address is Sta.ff , Com
Des Pac, Box 2 1 c io FPO San Fran
cisco Calif.
George I. Smith 48 ETM 3-c, re
ceived his rating after about ten
months
in
electronics and
radar
training.
He is at Tre;f ure Island,
but expects to recei,,e his discharge
on July 8 and will return to college in
the fall.

Lt. (jg) Donald M. Johnson, '44,
is stationed on the USS Eucalyptus
A - 1 6, US
aYal Station, Astoria,
Oregon. He is hoping to return to
Colby in the fall.
Lt. John Turner, 44, is now in
Japan awaiting orders which will start
him back to the USA and home.
Nancy Grahn Heatley '44, ARC,
finally
has
a permanent address :·
Hdqts.
Troop,
1 1 th
Constabulary
Regt., APO 225, clo Postmaster, New
York,
ew York.
an and her hus
band have a little apartment, and are
much relieved at no longer having to
l ive in hotels.
Maj. Albert G. Snow, '23, when
last heard from in March was located
in Dachau.
He writes: " At present
I am in Dachau. How long I will be
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here only God in His infinite wisdom
knows. I am not sure that God and
the War Department work closely to
gether."
Lt. Col James E. Davidson, Jr.,
'30, is now stationed in Tokyo, and
writes of one of his recent sight-seeing
trips. In · speaking of the hotels he
says : " All of those places are Japa
nese style, of course. You sleep on
mats, the cooking is done
your
,
room, etc. ,
He goes on :
Every
one was very friendly and we had
two nice little serving girls who did
the cooking, and waited on us hand
and foot. We arrived at six, had a
bath in the hot mineral spring water,

and a massage. Then a wonderful
Sukyaki dinner, and later to a
Geisha house. The woodwork in the
place was exquisite. A simple thing
like the design of the criss-cross
strips in the windows was perfect in
every detail. . . . . When I came here
last fall and saw some of the military
installations I wondered how they had
been able to keep going so long. Did
you know that when the Americans
came all of the women and children
fled to the hills, and some of the vil
lages were virtually deserted for
weeks ? Al� of the people were scared
to death. When my house boy first
arrived he used to cower every time

I showed him something to do. He
really expected me to slap him. I call
him Eggy, which is as close as I want
to bother to come to the correct pro
nunciation. He does very well now
with his English. Steals my coca-cola,
but he works like a beaver. If things
become slack, he comes to the door
way and says, ' I wish your work.'
I've made no attempt at Japanese ex
cept a few words everyone knows."
T-5 A. Wayne Ross, '38, is doing
information and education wprk at
Camp Kilmer, N. J., and his address
is Hg. 8th Regt., ORD, Camp Kil
mer,
. J. He and his wife attended
the first Colby Alumni College.

1 890

China, has retired and is residing at
4207 Collis Avenue, Los Angeles 32,
Calif.

the Institute of International Relations
at New Hampshire State College. She
is planning a visit to Colby in Septem
ber.
Bertha Thayer Flint assists her hus
band in his store in Braintree, Mass.
She and Allana Small Krieger met in
Boston last year for the first time in
many years.
Marion Reed Drew has been in very
poor health for the past year and con
sequently was unable to attend Com
mencement.
Edith Williams Small was selected
by the new principal of Crosby High
School in Belfast to be Dean of Girls
at the school. At Commencement
time she was greatly interested in put
ting on a pageant, America's Heritage,
for the senior class.

!�

Arthur Bardwell Patten wrote a
hymn of aspiration, " Love of Our
Mothers, ' for the Mother's Day serv
ice at the Claremont Church, Clare
mont, Calif.
1 893

W. E. Lombard now resides in
South Freeport where he is the pastor
of Cargo Church. He is also a mem
ber of the United Baptist State Con
vention Board and associate pastor of
He
the Freeport Baptist Church.
teaches classes in Bible History, too.
1 896

John 13 . Merrill reports that he is
still teaching in the science department
at Thayer Academy, South Braintree,
Mass.
1 897

Fred E. Taylor, retired minister, has
been devoting his spare time to horti
culture. He has won several ribbons
for his Iris, Roses, and other flowers in_
various flower shows in California.
He writes: " Took 2 Firsts, 2 Seconds,
3 Thirds in Hollywood Iris Show,
April 20, 21 · 1 1 Firsts, 2 Seconds, 1
Third in Pasadena Flower Show,
April 26-2 8 ; 9 Firsts, 8 Seconds, 1
Third and 3 Special Awards in Pacific
Rose Society Show, May 1 1 and 12 in
Pasadena."
1 898

A. H. Page, former missiona ry to

1 900

Ethel M. Russell of Augusta was
nominated in the June primaries for the
Office of Register of Probate Court i n
Kennebec County.
She w a s ap
pointed two years ago by Governor
Hildreth to complete the term of the
former Register.
Gertrude Pike Town was elected
president of the Congregational W om
en of Rhode Island at the annual
meeting in the United Congregational
Church Newport, R. I .
Marion Osborne Matheson is Re
cording Secretary of the Woman's So
ciety of the Methodist Church, Water
ville, which has a membership of over
200 women in the local church.
Frank J. Severy has left his war job
with Douglas Aircraft Co. in Santa
Monica, Calif., and has gone back onto
the retirement list.

1904

1901

Carl R. Bryant is finishing his 23rd
year as Town Clerk and Registrar of
Voters in Dover, Mass. This is also
his 26th year with the D. C. Heath
Company where he is a purchasing
agent and mailing superintendent.

1 902

Christie D. Young of Turner Center
teaches English at Leavitt Institute.

Harry A . Tozier, 992 Congress
Street, Portland, is the general agent
for the Railway Express Agency, Inc.

Vera Nash Locke af Oberlin College
was in Vermont in March for her
nephew's wedding.
Grace Bicknell Eisenwinter has re
cently retired from active participation
in war work. In June she attended

1906

1 907

Elbridge G. Davis 6 Pleasant Street,
Malden, Mass., is Justice of the First
District Court of Eastern Middlesex
and Chairman of Draft Board 92.
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Helen Cochrane resides at 2 4 Acad
emy Street, Hallowell and is legal sec·
retary, office of the Attorney General
i n Augusta.
1 909

Ella L Stacy plans to study at Har
vard this summer and do a bit of trav
eling with her husband i n Maine.
he is the head of the Social tudies
Department
in
W i nchester
high
school.
1 9 1 0

Cassilena Perry H i tchcock has a son,
Henry P. H i tchcock, who received the
degree of D.M.D. from Tufts Dental
School in March and is now practising
at Belchertown, Mass.
Dr. I ra V.l. R ichardson i s on the
staff of the Melrose Hospital, Melrose,
Mass., and lecturer in medicine to
nurses.
1 9 1 1

Edward G. tacy, 1 Wildwood Ter
race, W i nchester Mass., is manager of
the Real Estate Service Division of the
State of Maine Publicity Bureau. He
was re-elected in April for the second
year as president of the Wi nchester
Assembly of Men's Clubs.
1 9 1 2

Susan Wentworth Leonard has been
a teacher at the Bridge Street School,
Westbrook, for the past five years and
summer assistant at Warren Memorial
Library, Cumberland Mills, for two
summers.
1 9 1 3

Ivan 0. Harlow, 1 53 Dwight Place.
. J., is manager of a
Englewood,
Textile Manufacturing Plant in Fair
view, T . J .
1 9 1 4

Abbie G. Sanderson wrote i n May
that she expected to sail for Swatow,
China, the end of May. No further
word has bee n received as to whether
her plans were carried out or not.
Dr. Seth F. H. Howes of Reading,
Mass., has accepted a position with the
Veterans Administration in Maine, as
chief of service in the Neuropsychiatric
Hospital in Tagus. He has been on
terminal leave from the US Navy
from which he was discharged with
the rank of Lieutenant Commander.

THEIR ,,1UTUAL GREAT-GRA1 DDA UGHTER
The tot in the middle links two great Colby families: the Eatons and the
Dru m monds. The relarionsh1p goes from Harvey Doane Eaton, '87, left, down
through his daughter Harriet Eaton Rogers, '19, and granddaughter Martha
Rogers Beach , '42, to Margo Rogers Beach in the middle, then up through her.
father George L. Beach, Jr., '4 I, her grandmother, Louise Drum mond Beach,
'14, and finally to her other great-grandfather Albert E. Dru m m ond, '88, at
the right.
I915
Aldine C . ilman teaches English a t
Malden h igh school, • falden fa s.
Ray Robinson has been elected Lt.
Governor of the 9th Di ision of the
_
ew England District of K iwanis In
ternational.
I na M. McCausland has receiYed
her Ma ter's degree in Education from
Syracuse U niversit and will be back
on the faculty of South Portland High
School next fall .
1 9 1 6

Cyril M. Joly of Waterville was re
cently elected District Governor of
Rotary International.
John M. Richardson of Rockland
was guest speaker on June 29th of the
National Organization of the team
ship Historical Society of America.
Over 400 delegates from all parts of
the country were i n attendance.
Ernestine H. Porter is psycholo�ist
at the State School, Pownal and pays
monthly visits to Hallowell, Sout.h
Portland,
and
South
Windham
schools.

1 9 1 7

Lucy Ta lor Pratt writes : " I still
teach in Hartford Public High chool.
I ha\'e among my classes three groups
of returned \'eterans, some strivmg for
a diploma; others are refreshing for
college."
1 9 1 8

Roy M. Hayes has resigned his posi
tion as principal of R icker Classic21
I n titute after 20 years to become Ed
ucational Advisor and head of the '\ et
erans Administration for Aroostook
County.
1 9 1 9

Dr. Gordon E. Gates has startecl
back to Burma and may now be
addressed at Judson College, Univer
sity of Rangoon, Rangoon, Burma.
He is accompanied by his wife, Hden
Baldwin Gates.
1 92 0

Raymond S. Owen may now be ad
dressed at 20 T. Wacker Street, Chi
cago I l l .
Myron C. Hamer transferred from
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English High School in West Rox
bury, 1as ., to the School for Veterans
in Boston. He finds the new work
very interesting and stimulating.
1 92 1

Berton L . eekins, 5 Douglas Ave
nue, 1 orwood, Mass., is assistant
superintendent, Floor Covering Divi
sion Bird and Son, I nc., East Wal
pole
fass.
Grace Foster i author of an article
in The A merican Sch olar entitled,
" The Natural History of the Will."
1 922

Dr. and Mrs. Asa Adams of Orono
spent the rnonth of March in Florida
with their two sons. The oldest will
be graduated from
ew Hampton
School for Boys this summer.
Miriam Hardy has received
e degree of M.A. from the Univer ity of
New Hampshire.

1 923

William S. Tobey, 6 1 0 lrvin15 Place,
Long Branch, N. J ., who is Associate
Editor of the New Jersey Mathematics
Teacher and head of the department
of Mathematics in the Long .Branch
J unior and Senior high schools, has a
daughter Beverley who plans to enter
Colby next fall.
1 924

Martha M. Briggs still writes poetry
for a pastime and teaches first and sec
ond grade pupils at Benton Station.
Ervena Goodale Smith was recently
elected secretary of the Maine State
Division of the American Association
of University Women for a two year
term.
1 925

Mildred E . Briggs, 3 5 Lowell
Street, Manchester, r. H., is Librarian
Classifier in the Catalog Dept. of City
Library, Manchester.
Charles W. Shoemaker may now he
addressed at Miller Road, Mahwan,
. J. He is the business manager for
ew York Telephone Company.
the
1 926

Marian B. Rowe, .librarian for the
Maine Historical Society in Portland,
has been chosen a member of the Edi
torial Board of the Maine Christian
Pilgrim for 1 946-47.

Carroll D. Tripp has resigned from
his pastorate in Montpelier, Vt., to be
effective August 1, and has accepted a
position as Director of Christian Edu
cation and Evangelism of the Vermont
State Convention. He will also serve
as Director of Youth Work for the
Vermont Church Council.
John S. Tibbetts is presently em
ployed as training officer for i:he U. S.
Veterans Administration, Portland.
Clarence E. Hale, 2 1 9 1 El Sereno
Avenue, Altadena, Calif., has been dis
charged from 9th Air Force Head
quarters and has become a salesman.
Kenneth J. Smith writes that he " is
living in the partly ;ebuilt YMCA in
Warsaw and traveling over all of
Poland in cars with poor tires and
Ford trucks. '
Esther Wood of Blue Hill, Maine,
has recently joined the Maine Histori
cal Society and is collecting material
for a town history.
William B. McAllister, 125 South
Main Street, \Vaterbury, Vt., is an en
gineer in New Hampshire and Ver·
mont for American Bitumuls Co.
Dr. Samuel F. Feldman has been
discharged from the Navy and has re
opened his office at 10 Chestnut Street,
Springfield, Mass.
1 927

Theodore Emery of Bethel, a mem
ber of the faculty of Gould Academy,
has been appointed director of the
summer session of Coburn Classical
Institute.
Arthur J . Whelpley of Dearborn,
Mich., stopped over in Waterville a
few days after Commencement to
take a look at Colby's new Mayflower
Hill campus. It was the first time he
had returned to his Alma Mater in
22 years.
Dr. John A. Telson of Augusta has
been appointed to the Department of
Medicine and Surgery at the Veterans
Administration in Togus.
1 928

Margery M. Pierce, Peter's Road
Riverside, Conn., writes: " Shall be
going to Tucson, Arizona, ne'xt year to
exchange with a teacher there. It will
be just for one year. Shall be taking
courses at University of Arizona."
E. Richard Drummond has been dis
charged from the US R and has re
sumed his position as vice president of

Pierce, White and Drummond in Ban
gor.
Nellie M. Dearborn is a commercial
teacher at Deering High School, Port
land.
1 929

Beatrice M. Palmer has a position
as Children's Librarian, Do�chester
Branch Library, Mass.
Frances Weiss has moved from
Hondo, Calif., to 2 8 1 4 Glenn Avenue,
Los Angeles 23, Calif., where she is
employed as a Medical Social Worker.
Joseph B. Campbell was recently
elected vice president of the Augusta
Rotary Club.
1 93 0

Clarence E. Lamb is still teaching at
Rangeley High School and coaching
the local dramatics. During the sum
mer he teaches at W aya-Awi, a boys'
school in Rangeley.
T. A. Record has been doing Per
sonnel work with Maine Steel, Inc., ia
Portland for the past three years. At
the time of writing he was in bed
with mumps !
Charles W. Weaver, J r. is the new
city editor of the Portland Evening
Express. Buck has also been elected
commanding officer of the newly acti
vated U. S. Naval Reserve Organiza
tion in Portland.
1 93 1

Evelyn Bell Rowe is assistant professor of English at
asson College,
Springvale, Maine.
Louis N. Charron, 69 West Street,
Portland, is caretaker for the South
Portland and Stevens Avenue Armo
ries. He has been a member of the
Maine State Guard for five years.
L. V. Lobdell of
orwalk till
teaches at the • Torwalk Senior High
School. He is also working toward
his Doctorate at -ew York Uni, er
sity.
Muriel MacDougall Lobdell spend
most of her time as a housewife, but
her part time occupation is ser\'ing as
Di rector of Religious Education at the
local church.
Myrtle Paine Barker writes from
vVatertown, Conn. : ' I find mvself
quite busy keeping my three boys
(7 - 4 - 1 ) interested in life and haopy.
We plan a big garden this year. That
interests e\'eryone."
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1 93 2

Thompson D . Grant, 92 0 Westcott
Street, Syracuse,
. Y., is assistant
headmaster, Pebble Hill School, De
Witt 1 • Y .
Douglas B . A l l a n m a y n o w b e ad
dressed at Apartment 40 , 2701 1 4th
treet, 1 . W., W ashington D. C.,
where he is employed as a consul tant
for the OPA .
Evelyn L. Johnson is employed by
the Child Welfare Department of the
Maine
tare Department of Health
and Welfare with headguarters in
Houlton.
1 933

Bertrand \\ . Hayward of Sanford,
Maine, \\'as rpcently named pri ncipal
of the Fitchburg, �lass., high school.
Bert has a degree from Columbia and
is studying for the Ph.D. at Harvard.
Carola Loos Hinke has been assist
ant foreman in a Tew York trade
typesetting house for e\'eral years,
.
where, " among many other thmgs,
I
find considerable use for what I
learned in Prof. W hite's Greek clas�.
Leisure activity i s mostly giving my
husband a hand i n his own pri ntshop.
Most recent toy is a l i notype of m y
own to play with for a busman s holi
day.
Arn interested i n the good
typography of ome Colby publica
tions."'
1 93 4
· R uth E. White teaches English at

Cape Eli zabeth H igh School i n Cape
Eli zabeth, Maine.
Francis Smith i s Chief Engineer of
the R ola Company Cleveland, Ohi ?,
manufacturers of loud speakers. H i s
residence address i s 1 527 M a r s Ave
nue, Lakewood 7, Ohio.
1 93 5

Robert Colomy has been discharged
from the U. S. Army and i s now Sales
Engineer for Southworth Machine
Co., Portland, Maine.
Wilfred R. Kelly is employed by the
Farm Security Administrati on i n
Montpelier, Vt.
Leo F. Haggerty i s the 5ecretary
treasurer of Tide Publishing Co., Inc.,
232 Madison A venue, New York,
N. Y.

US

i s employed as a Clerk Typist for the
Iaval Air tation.
Adeline E. Bourget has become affiliated with McTavish Busi ness College
iA Edmonton Alberta, a a teacher of
• ngris h .
Accounting, Shonhan d , an d E
Arthur W . Bartel, 2nd, writes from
Montebello, Calif.: " Am still chief
chemist with the U Rubber Co., i n
Los ngeles, alif. Am also co� sultant to a large asphalt company as well
as a consultant to a new corporation
exploi ting uayule as a new source of
rubber for the nited tates."
Dr. Loui G. Rancourt, who was recently discharged from t he
avy, has
opened a dental office at 1 19 Ma in
treet i n Waterville.
1 937

Marjorie Gould wrote recent! from
her home in
ewton
entre, Mass. :
" J ust returned home two weeks ago.
Landed in J\:ew York unda after
noon
pril 1 4 . and went from there
to Washi ngton to clear, so now I 1m
out of the R and am enjoying the
l i fe of a civilian again. On my way
home from Munich I had the oppor
tunity of \' isiting England and Scot
land. Then when I returned to Paris
I �aw Jeanne Peyrot. · he wanted to
be remembered to her Colby friends.
She wants \'ery much to come to this
country."
1 938

Joseph Ciechon recently d i char!!ed
from the 1a,·y has resumed hi posi
tion as princi pal of Tew alem Acad
emy, ew Salem, Mass.
Harry K. Hollis was released to i n
aYy in Dec<"mber
active duty in the
and is now back in the i nsurance
business.
Carleton T. SaYage has accepted a
position on the faculty of Ke r:i r State
University, Kent, Oh10. During the
summer he i s working w ith the state
Geological survey.
1 93 9

Dr. C. Bertrand Rossignol has been
discharged from the Army and is en
joying a termi nal leave. He olans to
take more civilian train i ng before en
tering practice.
Viola Economu has received her dis
charge from the Navy Nurse Corps
1936
_
Edna Allen has moved from Wick and is nursing at Doctors Hospital m
New
York
City.
She
is
receiving
her
·
she
where
Pt.,
ford, R . I., to Quonset

_

mail at 2 75 0 Creston Avenue, Apt. 6B,
BroAx,
. Y.
Robert · Borovoy, 1 955 Broadway,
San Francisco, Cal if., is employed by
the Pacific Public Service Company as
engineering a nalyst.
Dr. Clarence E. Dore, who served
overseas with the 166th General hospita! a s a Captain, has opened a n office
at 152 Main
treet i n Waterville.
Doggie " as graduated from Jefferson
Medical College and interned at the
Cooper Hospital i n Camden, N. J., and
the Henry Ford hospital i n Detroit,
Mich. Following his entrance into the
A rmy he served on the surgical staff
of the chieck General Hospital in
Clinton, Ia.
1 940

Ernie B. Harvey writes 'Tm Out ! !"
a nd send his new address as Green
Yil le, Maine.
Gabriel 0. Dumont may be addressed
at Box 296, kowhegan, Maine, H e is
employed by the Veterans Adminis
tration in the position of Contact Rep
resentative and assigned to the Skow
hegan office.
Gardner B. Husted has been dis
charged from the service and is now
a draftsman for the Churchward and
Co., Inc. i n West Haven, Conn.
Frank L. Jewell writes that he plans ·
to return to Colby in the fall to com
plete his enior year.
E. Robert Bruce has been dis
charged from the Army Paratroopers
and has accepted a position as Assist
ant Coach at Columbia University.
Bob is planning on taking summer
courses at Columbia for his Master's
Degree. He was a visitor on campus
during Commencement weekend.
1941

Franklin Downie has been appointed
Physical Education Teacher for Junior
and Senior h igh schools i n Waterville.
Norris E. Dibble has started back to
Yale Law School and expects to be
graduated in June 1 947. He and his
.
wife are expecting to soon move mto
one of the quonset huts for veterans at
Yale.
Ruth Rebekah Stebbins has been
w ith the Federal Advertising Ageljlcy
in New York City for the past year as
proofreader i n the Production Depart
ment.
Robert E. Wheelock may be ad
dressed at 4 1 4 East Street, Hutchinson,
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Kansas, " here he is employed by an
investment company.
George and Martha Rogers Beacl'l
are living in Rockland, Maine, Box
92, where he is employed by the Vet
erans Administration.
1942

Elizabeth Peters Goettel may now
be addressed at 1505
. Salina Street,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Jack E. Stevens whose present ad
dress is Box 346, Love Field, Dallas,
Tex., writes that h!'! is ferrying B-24's,
and B-29's. On one of his B-29 trips
he ran into Bus Beach in Topeka.
Amy Lou Lewis was a visitor at
Colby recently. She is a short story
writer and editor of Men at Work, a
l'lublication of the Research Institute
of America. Amy Lou was graduated
from the New York University School
of Journalism.
Muriel Carrell Philson has returned
to 202 Windson venue, Narberth, Pa.,
with her husband and daughter after
living in San Diego and Seattle while
her husband was in the Navy.
Ray Burbank has been discharged
from the USMC and is now working
for the Robert E. McKee Construc
tion Company in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. Ray reports that he is pri
marily connected with the Santa Fe
branch which at the present time is
handling the maintenance of the Los
Alamos Atomic Research Laboratories.
Charles A. Lord is attending Harvard
Law School and living with his wife,
Shirley Ellice Lord, '44, and son at
Apt. 3 7, 1 23 Orchard Street West
Somerville, Mass.
John L. Thomas, Jr., has resumed
his studies at Boston University School
of Law.
Theodora Weston Wright is now
living at 16 Spaulding Court, Presque
Isle, where her husband has accepted a
position with Birds - Eye Snyder Di
vision of General Foods in Caribou.
Eero R. Helin has been discharged
from the US Navy and is planning to
attend Columbia Graduate School.
He was in Waterville visiting friends
O\'er Commencement.
1 943

Leonard Osier has accepted the
principalship of Coombs High School,
Bowdoinham.
Eliot B. Kraft had only one comment
to make when asked for a news note
about himself: " Mister at last ! ! " His

address is 20 Egmont Street, Brook
line, Mas .
Teddy Greaves has returned to his
home in Waterville following his dis
charge from the Marine Corps.
Hilda P. Niehoff, who has been
teaching at Fryeburg Academy for the
past three years, has accepted a posi
tion with the New England Home
for Little Wanderers with headquar
ters in Waterville. She began her
new work on July 1 st.
Lowell R . Cumming dropped into
the office during Commencement for
a chat. He was on his way home via
Waterville. Doc has been down in
Georgia, but is now on terminal leave.
1 944

A. Warren McDougal, Jr., writes
that he was rushed through the sepa
ration center on Memorial Day and
hurried home. He received rather a
cold reception, however, since his en
tire family had gone to his brother's
graduation at Annapolis.
Dom Puiia was chosen to play out
field in the East - Midwest College
baseball game at Boston June 14.
Dr. W. Harris Graf received his D.
M. D. in March and is now a practising
dentist.
Corinne Jones is still teaching school
in Dumont, N. J.
Robert E. Kahn may now be ad
dressed at 15 West 8 1 st Street, N. Y.,
where he is pursuing a medical edu
cation.
George D. Godfrey was discharged
from the Navy on June 1 and is receiv
ing his mail at 38 Upper Beverly Hills,
West Springfield, Mass.
Bonnie Howard Atherton has re
turned to 62 Wolcott Avenue, Windsor,
Conn,, after spending eight months in
San Francisco with Bill.
Frank Strup, Jr. has been discharged
from the avy and is back at his home
in Maine.
G. Richard Mountfort, Jr., is em
ployed at Harris Baking Company anc
living with his wife on ti1e China Road,
Waterville.
Dr. John E. Poirier has opened hi�
dental office in the Professional Build
ing, Waterville, following graduation
from Tufts Dental School.
Madeline Turner is now living at
1 1 53 North Formosa, Hollywood 46,
Calif. She was graduated from UCLA
in June and hopes to come East for a
vacation sometime during the summer.
She expects to return to California,

however. She writes about the trans
portation tie - up: " The other day a
friend and I were forced to resort to the
thumb to get home from classes. Pat
O'Brien picked us up. He was very
nice and imagine my surprise to find
we had a mutual friend in Avon-by
Sea, N. J."
Jean Hayes Wassell is now living at
5 Franklin Avenue, Silver Spring, Md.,
where her husband is employed as a
pharmacist. Jean writes that she and
her husband have been up to York, Pa.,
to visit " Puss " Keating Swanson.
Jean's brother is entering Colby as a
sophomore next fall.
Gertrude Szadzewicz writes that she
is doing rehabilitation work with the
Berkshire County Tuberculosis Associ
ation.
Lois Peterson Johnson has moved
from Portland, Maine, to Muncie,
Indiana, where her husband is attend
ing Ball State Teachers College.
Robert Sillen had his picture on the
front page of the Quincy Patriot Ledger
on May 23. The picture is taken with
a group of girl students at Simmons
College where Bob is one of the first
" co-eds " to graduate.
1 945

Dr. Michael M. Nawfel received
honors with distinction at his recent
graduation from Tufts Dental College.
He plans to open his dental office if.l
Waterville.
Dr. Ernest Williams received the de
gree of doctor of medical dentistry at
graduation exercises at Tufts College
recently.
Elsie I. Love is employed in the
foreign operations department of the
Irving Trust Company, Wall Street,
ew York City. Her brother is enter
ing Colby in the fall.
Constance Daviau Bollinger has re
ceived the degree of Master of Arts
from Teachers' College, Columbia Uni
versity.
Georgia J. Brown is teaching at
Hallowell this year, but plans to attend
Teachers' College, Columbia University,
next year.
1 946

John P . French has been discharged
from the Navy and is residing at 17
York Street, Revere 5 1 , Mass.
Allan D . Sarner has been discharged
from the US Navy and plans to return
to Colby in the fall.
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ENGAGED
Lucille Charron of Wellesley Hills,
Mass., to Frank A. Record, '38, of
Livermore Falls. }.1iss Charron is a
graduate of Smith College
and
Massachusetts I nstitute of Technology.
Mr. Record is a graduate of fassa
chusetts I nstitute of Technology and
has recently been discharged following
four years of ser\'ice with the Army
Air Forces.
Miriam Rachael Dawson of Wood
bury Conn. to Robert H. Riefe, '44,
of Waterbury, Con n .
fi s Dawson
is a graduate of the University of
Connecticut. Mr. Riefe has been dis
charged from the ervice and is now
doing graduate work at. Boston Uni
ver i ty.
Elvira Adda 'Vorthington, '46, of
Great reck,
. Y. to Walter Gard
ner Taylor, 44 of 'Waterville. Miss
Worthi ngton was graduated from
Colby in J u ne.
fr. Taylor has been
discharged from the US
rmy Air
Forces and is taking a course i n
Aeronautics at t h e vVaterville A irport.
Catherine Blanche O"Donnell of
Warer\'ille to V. Walter Borucki, '49,
of Chelsea
lass.
Mis O'Donnell
was recently discharged from the
WA VEs and is now employed in the
Adverti ing Department of the Wa
terville Morni ng 1 Sentinel. Mr. Bo
rucki is a ttending Colby following
discharge from the Paratroopers. An
August wedding is planned.
Mary Roberta Starbird of Solon,
Ma,ine, to Bertram Edward Stritch,
'49, of Sanford.
Miss Starbird is a
graduate of Colby J un ior College and
is a medical secretary at the Thayer
Hospital in Waterville. Mr. Stritch
entered Colby following discharge
from the US Army.
An August
weddi ng is planned.
Dorris J. Heaney, '42, of Beacon ; N.
Y., to George H. Batt. Mr. Batt was
graduated &om Cornell University in
1 938 and is now employed as a chem
ical engineer with Standard Oil,
Elizabeth, N.J .
Nancy Duxbury Freeman of Provi
dence, R. I., to Norman Douglas
MacLeod, Jr., '44, of Kenyon, R. I.
Miss Freeman is a graduate of Sarah
Lawrence College and is now on the
faculty of the Lincoln School in Provi-
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dence.
Mr. MacLeod has recently
been discharged from the service fol
lowing two and one half years i n
Europe with a radar unit of the Eighth
"Air Force.
Audrey Dyer, '46, of Waterville, to
Russell Houghton of Ro li ndale Mass.
l\I iss Dyer wa graduated from Colhy
in f une. Mr. Houghton is a g;raduate
of Har\'ard l!n iver ity and i now do
ing graduate work in English at Bos
ton
ni\ ersity.
member of the
armed forces for three years, he ened
in the ETO with the 76th Di\'i ion
and \Vas discharged in Ja nuary. He is
retu rning to the faculty of .oburn
lassical I nstitute thi fall a reacher
of Engl i h. The wedding will take
place on August I at the First Bap
tist Church.

MARRIED
irgm1a Davidson Gib on to Leslie
Howard Graffam '42 on
fa 29,
1 9-16, in the lJni\'er ali t Church,
Gardiner, M aine. :.\fr . Graffam was
graduated from Westbrook Junior
College.
Mr.
1raffam returned to
Colby in February to complete hi
enior year following en· ice with the
Paratrooi:;ers. He received hi degree
in J une.
Catherine Clark '44 of � ferrimac
Mass. to Robert Brunell, '44, on J une
ferrim:icport 1eth
_3, 1 9-16, at the
odist Church. Mrs. Brunell has been
teaching in the [assachusetts schools.
Ir. Brunell has been discharged from
the U A.rmy and will return to Colby
in the fall . Priscilla H iggi ns · 4-1, had
charge of the gue t book.
Eun ice Catheri ne medley to Gerald
Andrew Wasson, 42, on J une 6, 1 946,
in Washi ngton D. C.
Ruth Ada Lewin, '46, to Lt. Joseoh
\\Talker Emerson, USMS, on June 22
1 946, in the Whittier Congregational
Church, Island Falls, Maine.
Elizaheth Clarissa Burleigh of Vas
salboro to Virgil Connor Totman, '3 1
of Oakland, on J uly 2, 1 946, at the
frs. Tothome of the bride's parents.
man was graduated from
asson Colleg;e and is instructor in nutrition and
diet therapy at the Sisters Hospital in
Waterville, as well as head of the
home economics department at W i ns
low H ig-h School. Following his grad
uation from Colby, Mr. Totman did
graduate work for one year a t the Uni
versity of Maine. He 'is now em-

ployed as a chemist at the Hollings
worth and Whitney Companv. Mr.
and Mrs. Totman will reside at 260
Church Street, Oakland, for the sum
mer.
Ellen Maria Fitch 40, of Waterville,
to tuart C. Peterson of West ewton,
1a s., on Sunday, J une 1 6, 1 946, at
the Baptist Church i n China, Maine.
J\ f rs. Peterson was graduated from the
Library chool at immons College,
and is employed at the Thayer Public
Library i n Braintree, Mass.
Mr.
Peterson was graduated from Tuhs
College and has recently received his
Masters Degree from the Graduate
chool of Engineering at Harvard. He
served 2 months i n the Pacific theatre
with the Army Air Force.
After
ugust l Mr. and Irs. Peterson will
be at home at outh Braintree, Mass.
Elizabeth Perkins, '40, ser\'ed at the
reception and Bernard C. tallard, '37,
ang two selections.
Tacy W. Hood '44 of Riverside,
Con n . to Edgar Dean Finney of
reenwich Conn., on � [ay 1 2 , 1 946.
in the econd ongregational Church.
Greenwich .
� [rs. Finney attended
olby a nd was graduated from the
UniYersi t of Con necticut.
Ir. Fin
ney was recently dischar ed from the
rmy ignal Corp an<l is continuing
his srudie at \Vashington and Lee
Un iYer ity in Lexington
a., where
they are residing.
}.fildred Downe of Amherst, Mass.,
to Capt. 'William E. Frazier, Jr. '44,
of \Vaterville on March 5 , 1 946, at
the Base Chapel, Fort Devens, 1a s.
Capt. and Mrs. Frazier are residing i n
Har\'ard
fass., while Capt. Frazier
is on duty at Fort Devens.
Norice Mahoney, '48, Springfield,
Mass., to JoFeph E. 0 Malley, '48, of
fanaki n, Md., on June 22 1 946, at
St. Michael's Cathedral, Springfield.
1rs. O"Malley has been attending
Colby but is transferring to Goucher
College in Baltimore Md., while her
husband is attending the University
of Maryland Medical School.
Beverly Maddocks of Waterville to
Lt Phillip M. Caminiti, '44, of
\Valtham, Mass., on May 25 1 946, at
the Sacred Heart Church i n Water
ville. Mrs. Caminiti was graduated
from Coburn Classical Institute and
Thomas Business College and is at
presen't employed at the Maine Em
ployment Office. Lt. Caminiti grad
uated from Coburn Classical Institute
and had completed two years at Colby
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before being called into the service.
He is now on terminal leave. They
are residing at 16Yz Center Street,
V.' a terville.
Charlotte

Therese

Stachelek

to
Howard Raymond Johnson, '43, on
June 1 , 1 946, in the Andover Newton
Chapel Newton Centre, Mass. :tvlrs.
Johnson was graduated from Bates
College.
Ir. Johnson was graduated
from Andover
ewton Theological
Seminary in J une.
Rose H. Seltzer, '27, 0£ Fairfield, to
Dr. Emanuel Gahan of
ew York
City on April 12, 1946, at the Free
Synagogue in l 1ew York City. Mrs.
Gahan was graduated from Boston
University and i now a medical social
worker consultant for the New York
City Department of Health.
Dr.
Gahan was graduated from Cornell
University and the University of Paris
in France.
He is on the staffs of
French hospital and Post Graduate
hospital in New York.
Matteo, '45, of
Providence, R. I., to Frank Ellis Han
cock, '45, of Cape Teddick, Maine, on
April 27 1 946, in St. Mary's Church,
Kathleen

Eleanor

,Providence. Mr. Hancock has been
discharged from the US Army and
will return to Colby i n the fall.
William P. Hancock, Jr., '44, served
as his brother's best man .
Elizabeth A. Durand, '43, of Meri
den, Conn., to Charles G. Ransom, J r.,
. Y., on April 1 3 ,
of Brockport,
1946, at the First Congregational
Church in Meriden.
Mrs. Ransom
was graduated from Barnard College,
and has been connected with the bi
ology laboratory of the University of
Rochester. A graduate of the Uni
\'ersity of Rochester, Mr. Ransom will
return to the university as a candidate
for the faster's degree. He recently
received his discharge from the Army
Signal Corps.

'45,

of
Waterville, to James J. Bollinger of
Louisville, Ky., on May 1 1 , 1946, in
Holy Trinity Church, New York City.
Mrs. Bollinger received her Master of
Arts degree from Columbia University
Mr. Bollinger was recently
i n June.
discharged from the Marine Corps and
is now attending the American Acad
emy of Dramatic Arts in New York.
Marie

Constance

Daviau,

Mary A. Ratigan of McAdam, N. B.,

to John R. Turbyne, '35, of Winslow,
M ay 1 8, 1 946, in the rectory of the

Sacred Heart Church, Waterville.
Mrs. Turbyne is a graduate of the
Sisters Hospital School of Nursing and
was recently discharged from the Army
Nurse Corps after three years of ser
vice.
Mr. Turbyne has been dis
charged from the US Army and is
now employed as a chemist at the
Hollingsworth & Whitney Company
in Winslow. They are residing at 4 1
Benton Avenue, Winslow.
Dorothy I . Bill of Colman, S. D., to
Lt. Vinal G. Good, '29, on April 14,
1946, in the Post Chapel, Fort George
G. 11eade, Maryland. :Mrs. Good at
tended Wessington Springs College in
vVessington Springs, S. C., and -ettle
ton Commercial College, Sioux Falls,
S. D. Since her discharge from the
WAC in January she has been em
ployed by the Civil Service Commis
sion, Fort Meade.
Lt. Good is a
graduate of Northeastern University
Law School. He is at present Assist
ant Post Judge Adrncate, Fort Meade.
Lt. and Mrs. Good are residing at
316 lontgomery A,·enue, Laurel, Md.
Helen Bulkley Brown, '40, to Donald
Arthur Gilfoy, '40, on May 4, 1946,
at Appleton Chapel, Harvard Univer
sity, Cambridge, Mass.
Katherine Phelps of Booneville, ew
York, to Morris Cohen, '35, on De
cember 1, 1 945. Mrs. Cohen has been
discharged from the Army Nurse
Corps with the rank of second lieu
'fr. Cohen is now employed
tenant.
by the L. W. Guild Co., Inc.
Shirley Theresa Stepper, R. . , to
Dr. Vaughan A. Shaw, '3 1, on April
25, in Folkston, Ga. Dr. and Mrs_
Shaw are at home at 3 1 Coates Street,
Daytona Beach, Florida.
Lois Elizabeth Metayer of Lewiston
to Robert Joseph Maxwdl, ·'49, of
Waterville, on July 1, 1946, at St.
Patrick's Cathedral in
Lewiston.
Mr . Maxwell has a secretarial posi
tion in Lewiston. Mr. Maxwell at
tended Thomas Business College i n
Waterville and entered the Army in
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1 942 . He was discharged from the
US Combat Engineers in December
and entered Colby in February. John
W. Brown, '49, served as his brother
in-law's best man.

Betty Anne R oya l , '42, to Ens.
George Charles Spiegel, USNR, on
April 27, 1 946, in Worcester, Mass.
Mrs. Spiegel was graduated from the
Fletcher School of Law 2nd Diplomacy
and is now employed in the State
Department i n Washington.
Ens.
S�egel was graduated from Butler
University and Fletcher School of Law
2nd Diplomacy. Colby attendants at
the wedding i ncluded Dr. Kent T.
Royal, ' 1 5, who gave his daughter
in marriage, and Janet Royal, '49, maid
of honor.
Marilyn Barnett to Robert S. Boro
voy, '39, on December 4, 1 945, in San
Francisco, Calif.
Mrs. Borovoy was
graduated from Stanford University
in 1 943. Mr. Borovoy was discharged
from the Navy on November 2 8, 1 945,
and i s now employed as an engineer
i ng analyst for the Pacific Public Serv
ice Company.

Beatrice Ruth Kennedy, '41 , of
Cleveland, Ohio, to Joseph Benoit
Maltais of Waterville, o n May 25,
1 946, at St. Coleman's Church in
Cleveland. Mr. and Mrs. Mal'tais will
reside a t 5 3 Elm Street, Waterville.
Nancy Speakes of University City,
Mo., to Lt. Colby Tibbetts, '45, on
May 1 4, 1 946, at the home of the
bride's parents. Mrs. Tibbetts atten
ded William and Mary College. Lt.
and Mrs. Tibbetts will return to
Waterville in the fal l so that Lt. Tib
betts may complete his work at Colby.
Harriet Alden Southgate to Leland
David Hemenway, '17, on June 1 6,
1 946, in Marshfield, Mass.

Z)�

Alta Gray, '4 1 , to Frederick Fedde
man o n June 1 6, 1 946, in Portland.
Mrs. Feddemr n has recently been dis
charged from the WA VEs. Mr. Fed
deman has been discharged from the
American Field ervice and is now
attending Jefferson Medical College i n
Philadelphia. H e i s a graduate of
Washington and Lee . University.
Katherine Glazier Davis, ·41 was an
attendant at the wedding.
Elinor M. Chick '35, of oncord,
Mass., to Elbridge B. Ross, '35 on
J une 29, 1 946. Mr. Ross has been dis
charged from the US Signal Corps.
Mr. and Mrs. Ross are residing at 50
Thorean Street Concord, Mass., for
the summer.
Jane Elizabeth McCarthy, 44, to
Charles Gilbert Rodman, on J une 1 2 ,
1 946 i n lew York N. Y.
Elizabeth H. Archer 42, to Frank
J . Ricca, on December 23 1 945, at
Baptist Temple, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Mrs. R icca is Children's Librarian at
the Carey Island Branch Library.
Mary Mildred Murphy of Brockton,
Mass., to Philip Tyler Casey '44, on
June 2 6, 1 946 in Brockton.
Martha Blackington, '46, of Water
ville, to Walter B. Maxfield '44, of
New Bedford, Mass., on June 22, at
the First Baptist Church in Waterville.
Mrs. Maxfield was graduated from
Colby in June. Mr. Maxfield was dis
charged from the Army Air Corps i n
April a n d w i l l return t o Colby in the
fall to complete his senior year. Colby
attendants at the wedding included
Nancy Glover, '45 Gloria -Chasse '47,
Mary Brewer, '45, and Hazel Brewer
'45, who acted as bridesmaids; Paul
Prince, '44, Alexander Anton, '44, Ray
B. Green, '44, Ph illip Watson '44,
Richard Granger, '45 and Cyril Joly

Jr., ·45 ushers.
Elame McQuillan
Marston, '46, and Kathleen McQuillan
Lord, '46, served,
rline R ichards
Burbank, '35, was i n charge of the
guest book, and Horace P. Daggett,
'33 , played the wedding march.
Fran es Emily Goodwin of Augusta
to George C. West, '28, of Waterville,
J une 22 1 946, at the Penney Mem
orial United Baptist Church in
ugusta. Mrs. West was graduated
from Gates Business College and is
employed in the OPA enforcement
division in Augusta. Mr. West was
graduated from George Washington
University Law School and has been
discharged from the US Army. Mr.
and Mrs. West will be at home at 1 0
\JJ inrer treet, Waterville, after July
8th. Charles P. Nelson, '28, served as
best man, and Wallace A. Dono¥an,
'3 1 was one of the ushers.
Harriet Palmer H inckley, of Good
Will, to Donald Edward Price, '37, of
Hartford Conn. on June 22, 1 946, in
the Mood Memorial Chapel at Good
Will School. Mrs. Price was graduated
from Farmington State Teachers Col
lege and has been teaching in Arling
ton Mass., for the past year. Mr.
Price was recently discharged from the
US Army following four years of ser
v ice. Mr. and Mrs. Price will reside
in Hartford Conn .
Thelma Marie Proctor, '43, o f
Waterville, t o Delbert Donald Mathe
son '43, of Ipswich, Mass. on June
2 3 1 946, at the Sacred Heart Church,
Waterville.
Mrs. Matheson is em
ployed at the Federal Trust Company
in Waterville. Mr. Matheson has been
discharged from the Army and has a
posicion as accountant at the Augusta
office of the Central Maine Power
Company. Mr. and Mrs. Matheson
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will reside at
Donald Street, Water,·ille, for the present.
Mary Elizabeth Riley of Pleasant
ville, N. Y., to Richard Louis Hansen,
'42, of Scarsdale, N. Y., on June 1 ,
1 946, at the Holy Innocent Church,
Pleasantville. Mrs. Hansen is a grad
uate of Katherine Gibbs Secretarial
School. Mr. Hansen served with the
US Army for three years. He is at
present associated with the General
Foods Corporation in
ew York and
is attending night school at ew Yor�
University. Mr. and Mrs. Hansen are
residing at 25 West th Street, _ Tew
York.
Patricia Mabelle Berquist, '44, ti')
Elwood Erwin Donna, on June 6,
1 946, in West Lafayette, Indiana. Mrs.
Donna is employed in the office of
fr.
the C. F. Hathaway Company.
Donna is the Waterville agent for the
Mutual Benefit Health and Accident
Association and United Benefit Life
Insurance Company. He was taking
a refresher course at Purdue Univer
sity when the ceremony took place.
Mr. and Mrs. Donna are residing at
29 Spruce Street, Waterville.
BIRTHS
To Dr. and Mrs. Stanley W. Kim
ball (Stanley W. Kimball, '40), a
daughter, Shirley Ann, on April 1 0,
1 946, in Boston, Mass.
To Mr. and Mrs. Errol L. Taylor,
Jr. (Errol L. Taylor, Jr., '44), a son,
Richard Gardner, on May 24, 1 946, in
Waterville.
To Mr. and Mrs. Bradford H.
Hutchins (Eleanor Butler, '29), a
daughter, Dorothy Anne, on May 2 1 ,
1 946, i n Waterville.
To Lt. Comdr. and Mrs. Whitney
Wright (Whitney Wright, '37, Louise
Weeks, '38) , a daughter, Jeanne Mer
riam, on May 1 4, 1 946, in Waterville.

To Mr. and Mrs. Horace F. Burr
(Horace F. Burr, '40, Jean Pearson,
'4 1 ) , a son, Christopher Pearson, on
February 1 6, 1 946, in Waterbury,
Conn.
To Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth Holbrook
(Kenneth Holbrook, '38), a daughter,
Linda Marie, on March 8, 1946, in
Sherman Mills, Maine.
To fr. and Mrs. William L. Ad
dington, Jr. (Katherine Watson, '38 ) ,
a son, Stephen Carol, on December 1 ,
1 945, in Venice, Calif.
To Mr. and N1rs. W. Russell John
son (Irene Rockwoo� '38 ) , r a son,
Paul Robert, on April 29, 1946.
To Mr. and Mrs. Chauncey Erskine
(Florence Hapworth, '38) , a daughter,
Patricia Lee, on September 8, 1 945.
To Mr. and Mrs. John Powers (John
Powers, '39, Mary Carr, '42), a son,
George Bernard, on December 1 4, 1 945,
in Dexter.
To Mr. and Mrs. Paul Maker (Ruth
Millett, '36), a son, Timothy Martin,
on March 1 6, 1946.
To Sgt. and Mrs. Mitchell C. Jaw
orski (Mitchell C. Jaworski, '44), a
daughter, Roberta Ann, on April 25,
1946, in Oakland, California.
To Mr. and Mrs. Fred A. Le
Shane (Fred LeShane, '46, Rosemary
Gilbert, '48) a daughter, Dorcas
Elizabeth, on May 24, 1946, in Bos
ton, Mass.
To Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Atherton
(William R. , Ath.erto�
'46, Virginia Howard, '44) a son,
William Runnals, Jr., June 1 7, 1946,
in Hartford, Conn.
To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McGilli
cuddy (Mary Vose, '29) a son,
Charles Joseph, on May 29, 1946.

To Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rice
(Robert Rice, '43) a daughter, Judith
Ann, on June 12, 1 946, in Prescott,
Arizona.
To Lt. and Mrs. Frederick Emery
(Dr. Fred Emery, '38, Mary Herd,
'38) a daughter, Joan Margaret, on
April 7, 1946, in Los Angeles, Calif.
To Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Garrett,
Jr. (Lucile Upton, '44) a son, Richard
William, June 1 6, at the Washington
Sanatorium and Hospital in Takoma
Park, Md.
To Mr. and Mrs. Edward H. Jeni
son (Edward H. Jenison, '40, Helen
Foster, '38) a son, Richard Edward,
on June 1 7, 1 946.
To Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Hatha
way (Ruth Roberts, '4 1 ) a daughter,
Lois Carolyn, July 29, 1945.
To Mr. and Mrs. Marston Morse
(Marston Morse, '14) a son, Peter
Farnsworth, at the Princeton Hospital,
June 9, 1946.

GEORGE A. ELY, '98
It has been reported to the Alumni
Office that George Ashley Ely died oo
February 1 1 , 1946.
George Ashley Ely was born in
West Springfield, Mass., on Novem
ber 12, 1 874, the son of William Kent
and Cassandana Chapman Ashley Ely.
He was graduated from West Spring
.field high school and entered Colby i n
1 894, receiving his degree in 1 898.
While a student at Colby he held the
college record for the two mile run.
He was a member of the Alpha Tau
Omega fraternity.
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Mr. E l y became associated with the
Florence
Manufacturi ng Company,
Florence, Mass., in 1 99.
On eptember 3, 1 902, George A.
Ely and Jessie fay Place were mar
ried in Plattsburg, . Y., and they had
two children, Howard Allen, and
Philip Lloyd , '30.
-------

EMMA N. HALE, '0 1
Emma 1'\orton Hale, '0 1 , died in a
Sa,·a n nah, Ga., hospital on December
1 3 1 9-15, following an il lness of �ev
eral weeks.
Born in R angoon, Burma, on Octo
ber 1 6, 1 75, Emma Hale was the
daucrhter of ReY. Henry and Susannah
Co ffi n Hale.
he li\'cd i n hwegyin,
Durma until � f a rch 1 93 then comi ng
to Hebron, .\ faine.
he liYed there
and in \VaterYille for the next ele\'en
years, moY i ng to SaYannah, Ga. in
1 90-1. She entered Colby in 1 97 and
remained for one year.
r I iss Hale is sur\' i\' ed by two broth
ers, William F. Hale, '0 1 , and harles
E. A. Hale, and a sister, Mi s Lucy H.
Hale, all of Bona Bella, Ga.
THOMAS W. WILLIAMS, ' 1 0
of
Wi lliams
Thomas
Wescott
Maplewood,
ew Jersey, d ied suddenly on March 29, 1 946 at his office
i n _ Tew York City .
The son o f R ev . a n d Mrs. Thomas
Ph illips Williams, he was bor� i n
.
Winslow o n August 2 , 1 887. F1tt10g
for college at Freedom Academy, he
remained at Colby for one year before
transferring to Bowdoi n where he was
graduated in 1 9 1 0. While at Colby
he was a member of the Delta K appa
Epsilon fraternity.
He was married to the daughter of
J udge Frank S. Trexlor, Allentown,
Pa., on December 5, 1 9 1 7, and the
couple had one daughter, Jane.

� f r. Will iams was affiliated \vith the
'ew York Telephone Com pany, en·
ing as assistant Y ice-presiJent. Duri ng
the World's Fa i r in 1ew York, he put
on and managed the compan 's ex
hibit.
He wa a brother of Edith \ \ i l liams
mall, '02 .

NOW ' H
PHILIP
Philip \\' i fr now, tea her i n the
Belmont, .\fass.. High
chool died
uddenly on .\ fay 22, 1 9-16, when
stricken with a heart attack while eat
ing lunch at the high chool.
He wa the on of \\' i lliam Free
man and Cora Doyle �now, and was
born i n Portland on October r, 1 90 .
He entered
olby in 1 92 7 following
graduation from Deering Hi � h chool
and received the Bachelor ot Art de
gree in 1 93 1 . I n 1 929 he :ecei �·ed hi
Diplome from th
Univernty of
1'\ancy, France. and i n 1 930 the
Dip!ome u peneur from the
n i , e ri ty of Paris. During his undergrad
uate days at olby he \\·as a member
of the Echo staff and was awarded
the prize i n fre. hman public speaking.
He was also affiliated with the Theta
Kappa ru fraternity.
Before joining the Belmont High
School faculty, Mr. now held teach
i ng po itions i n the high schools of
Bar Harbor, Exeter, Addison and
Whitman, Mass. He served as di
rector of the Belmont \ eteran's chool
and was taking graduate courses at
Boston Un iversity.
Mr.
now was married to Mary
Eli zabeth Pye on August 30, 1 93 2 .
Besides his widow, Mr. Snow is sur
vived by his mother, Mrs. William F.
Snow of Portland, and a sister, Miss
Margaret Snow of Boston.

LT. HERBERT H. LEVENSON, '45
� Listed as m i ssing since
far h 24, 1 945, Herbert Hi rsh
W Levenson
's death on th:tt date
has now been officially confirmed by
the \Var Departmenr, according to in
formation j ust recei\'ed by the Alumni
Office.
e.:ond Lieutenant Le,·enson was
bombardier on a B-24 flying on a com
bat mis ion in the Hano,·er section of
Germany. His plane was hit hv flak
and burst in to flame, according to re
ports. ,-\]though it spiraled down i nto
a era h. fiye other of the ere\ sur
' i ,·ed.
Herbert wa born on April 1 , 1 92 3
i n Roxburv, .\ I a ., t h e s o n of Frieda
Cohen an d the late amuel Level;l on.
He fitted at the Public Latin chool
and en tered olby in eprember, 1 94 1 ,
l·ecoming a member o f the Tau Delta
Phi fraternity.
He enlisted in the ..\ir Corps on De
cember 1 0, 1 9-12 but was allowed to
fi n ish the semester, being inducted at
Ban or on Feb. 20. 1 943. Le, enson
took hi basic train ing at A tlantic
ity, hi CTD a t yracu e UniYersity,
h! pre-Right at anta Ana, and was
com missioned at K i rtland Field, Albu
querque . _ T. :Vf. on July 22, 1 944. He
went o,·erseas early in 1 945.
On July 30, 1 9-14, Levenson was
married to Harriett Lenox at _ antas
ket, Ma . A son. Yfichael Floyd was
born en Tune 1 9, 1 94 5 .
Leven on 's death brings the roll of
Colby' war dead up to 57. There
are no other case of " m issing " that
have not been cleared up one way or
the other, and it i to be hoped that
this is the last casualty to be reported
from World War II.
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